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Thoroughly
BRITISH
Our Type A II Condenser
-for panel mozuting-still retains all t he special features
which have made it famous, and the measure of its popu-
larity can be further judged in the fact.lhat -again we are
able -to reduce our prices owing to increased demand. All
Colonial and foreign orders receive prompt and efficient
attention. We have large experience in handling over-
seas trade.

BRITISH REPUTATION.-.Your Condenser is not a
" FALLON' " unless the name "FALLON " appears on same.

ALL BRITISH MANUFACTURE. DELIVERY EX -
STOCK. Our motto is QUALITY FIRST, and every
Condenser carries our money7back guarantee.

We have the courage of our Convictions. We put our
name "FALLON" on every Condenser we manufacture.

Note change of address to

SPECIAL FEATURES :-
A.-Aluminium Screening Disc, which besides enhancing the

appearance of the dial as it lies flush with the panel, prevents
the hand of the operator producing capacity.

1.-Metal to metal adjustable bearings.
C..-Stout, well -cut aluminium Vanes.

Cialiplete in EVERY respect, and exactly as illustrated.
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THE LAST WORD IN CRYSTALS
YOU MUST TUNGSTALITE SUPERTRY CRYSTAL

Lim

STA Lin
JP ER
STAL

AND DOUBLE THE EFFICIENCY OF YOUR SET
Guaranteed more
distance reception.

r -------WHAT IT IS---
' TUNGSTALITE " Super Crystal is a

genuinely synthetic sulphide, manufactured in
our laboratory in Lfludon
materials. It is entirely different front other
crystals, which arc mostly particles. of
natural Galena stuck together.

sensitive than any other crystal. Ideal for long -
Unaffected by temperature : absolutely non -fading.
A genuine synthetic sulphide.

IT DOES---------
)

1

1

" ICNGSTALITE " is gtiarante,,,.; to "give
louder and clearer reception than joy othor
crystal.

-

ft is ideal for tong-rani-r'se 'oetiogition.
It does not fade, an() is ,tilleurCeied by

temperature -411e meltini, temperature even
of common solder d,A.s no hams to
" TUNGSTALITE."

WHAT IT HAS DONE. SOME UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS:
34, 11:i, r 11u11.

20th December, 1923.11essrs. STA LITE, LTD.,
47, l'arlingdon

London, E.C.1.
Bruit

hank you, for sample. St "Tungstalito Super Crystal,-
widen resoled me safely, and I have pleasure in 6(.II(Lrg
My report on results.

I tried a small piece that I chipped off last night and
0111,1 in to Flanderro', which is about 47 miles from
here, and got loud reception. I then tuned in to Landonand heard 2L0 perfectly clearly. I also got splendid
reception from Aberdeen, where the musical items were
fine and clear.

I used se rakes; my aerial is 32 feet high and my set
is of the basket -coil type.

- Thanking you, yours faithfully,
(Signed) T, W. COLE.

21 CNC S'rA LITE. 121
47, Ezterinrdio Dool,

I. !nil AI.13.L`.1.

7,1(24.

SIRS, -
1 have purchased a piece f y Tungstalite " Sole r

Crystal and have found it ue-ire olSitive than any other
crystal I have tried. Also ,that it tufty nisi-Mosyour claim that it is 0. C otod - iy heating, as I used
ordinary solder to fly 'de -i,g-syss,gtip, and when testing
found no deterioration wIcit,.crer.

Yours faithfully,
(Signed) E. T. BURTON

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR SEND 1;- P.O. FOR SA AKE TUBE. EXCEPTIONAL TERMS TO CENUINE TRADERS & FACTORS

TUNGSTALITE LT
PHONE : HOLBORN 2557

DELECTRIC LAMP HOUSE
e 47, FARR1NGDON hOAD, LONDON, E.C.1

GRAMS : TUNGSLAMP, SMITH, LONDON
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TOPICAL NOTES AND NEWS.
A Funeral by Wireless.

THE service at the ex -President Wilson's
funeral was followed by millions
throughout the country by means .

of wireless. The ex -President was very
interested in wireless, and was one of the
first public speakers to make use of the
microphone.

' *
Radio Play Boom.

THERE seems to be plenty of evidence
to support the belief that wireless
plays are " catching. on,", and quite

a number are in the course of prepa;ration
by the " Play Production Department."
5 S C seems to be producing more plays in
their studio than any other providial
station.

5 S C's Birthday.
LAV the way, 5 S C

will celebrate
its first birth-

day on March 6th. I
understand that .a
syccial birthday pro-
granune will b e
broadcast. There is
no doubt that the
5 S C staff has made
big strides since the
inception of the sta-
tion a year ago.

* * *

The Latest.
THEdevelopment

department of
2L 0, under the

supervision of Co,p-
fain West, has an
amazing way of turning the dreams of yester-
day into the facts of to -day. The latest is
that it is a practical possibility for 2 L 0
to relay Australia, and thus enable crystal
Users to hear from the other side of the
world.

*
Via America.

OF course, there are great technical
difficulties still to be overcome, even
More than when we relayed K D K A.

The only possible -way to relay the Australian
programme is via America, and this would,
of course, increase atmospheric troubles.
But the B.B.C. believe the --trio'[: can be
Ilona

*
ew B.B.C. Appointment.

SCOTTISH controller. Mr. Miller
Craig, has been appointed by the
B.B.C. His duties will be to co-

rdinate the work of the Glasgow station,
he Aberdeen station, and the new relay
ations. Mr. Miller Craig is well-known

to Edinburgh, and has a wide knoWledge of
musical and educational affairs,

Gilbert and. Sullivan.
HAVE noticed several letters in the
daily papers recently calling on D'Oyly
Carte to broadcast Gilbert and Sullivan

operas. I have it on good authority that
it is not the --fault D'Oyly Carte or the
B.B.C. that these operas are not broadcast.
It seems that permission is not obtainable
from those who possess the copyright of
Gilbert and Sullivan's operas.

* * *

New Call Signs.
THE B.B:C. me that the call signs

for the new relay stations will be as
follows : Plymouth 5 P V ; Edin.

burgh 2 E H. It is hoped that within a
shoritime other relay stations will be ere'. t ed
in this country, and call sins ins c ; 1,A:11

The apparatus employed at 2 L 0 for broadcasting the Greenwich time signals.

allotted to the following proposed station=
Leeds 2 L S; Liverpool 6 L V; Hull 2 H U.

 *
The Woman's Hour.
THE committee haS now come to the

conclusiori that domestic talks do not 
interest housewives. It has been

decided that talks on Law, hints on making
extra " pin -money," and a little poetry
should be broadcast in the Woman's Hour.
I have not the slightest idea why they
prefer law and poetry to cooking, etc.
can, of course, understand that talks on
" Pin-nioney " Will be universally accept-
able.

Saved by an " Earth."
AREADER of " P.W." has written me

stating that his earth wire recently
saved the life of his daughter. His

little girl is only eighteen months old but
looks forward to listening -in. On the night
of her escape,, she climbed on to a table
and fell out of the window to a concrete
Yard twenty feet beloW. " Her fall must

have been broken by the earth wire of
the wireless installation. She was not in-
jured or even bruised.

More from America.
IT has been decided by Captain West,

the chief of the Development De-
partment, to continue the experi-

Meats of relaying America from the North
Downs. It is hoped that -this will event -
ally he a permanent feature with the B.B.C.
At the moment the'pdssibilities are limited
to winter months, as the summer has a bad
effect on broadcasting work. A representa-
tive of the engineering department has
set Sail for America, to make arrange-
ments to broadcast special programmes and
to study American methods of transmission.

The 2 Z Y Fund.
THE Manchester

station announc-
- er recently

broadcast that he had
received complaints
from listeners con-
cerning two well -
dressed men who have
been calling on them
for money on behalf
of the " 2 Z Hospital
Fund." Mr. Dan God-
frey, 2 Z Y's director,
states that there are
no Official collectors
of the 2 Z Y Fund.

.

As far as is known,
these men were quite
unauthorised . col-
lectOrs.

*

Effects of the Radio Craze.
THE juvenile court has been busy

of late with wireless cases." The
judge at one of the London Courts

recently stated that boys seemed to be
possessed of a craze for wireless work, and
some apparently decided to steal sufficient
parts -to make a set for themselves. Five
boys were summoned at the court for this
offence. Three of them confessed to the
crime, and were put on probation for twelve
months. The others were fined a small
sum for damaging various component
parts which they had stolen. The judge
stated that if they were brought before him
again they would be flogged.

Another Mill Hill Record.
TN a recent issue of " P.W." there ap-

peared an article by 2 .S Z of Mill
- Hill chool, describing the trans-

atlantic tests made with the school set.
The author of the article, Mr. W. H.- .

(Confinue,.1 OR page 950.)
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BRUNET PHONES, 4.000
ohms 13111

THE J. B. PHONES, 4,000
ohms, adjustable 14/6

N. & K. HEADPHONES,
every pair stamped N. & K. 12/6

ERICSSON E.V. TYPE
SMALL EAR (Ebonite
Continental) ' 13/9SIDPE L.F. TRANS- 
FORMER 819

STERLING, WESTERNELECTRIC, GEC°.
PHONE, all 4,000 ohms.
In stock (B.B.0. stamp)

DUTCH VALVES(Itard,each 9/11
C 0 8 S 0 R. MARCONIMULLARD ORA

VALVES in stock
CRYSTAL DETECTOR,

glass covered 1/8
FLEX (TWIN). maroon

colour yd. 1.1d.

CUT OUT UNWANTED STATIONS
by means of

THE "ATLAS" PATENT PLUG-IN COILS

INSIST ON

"ATLAS" SPECIALITIES

Least resistance to High -Frequency Currents.
Maximum Inductance. Minimum Self -Capacity.
Increased Signal Strength. Maximum Air -Spacing.

Coil
No.

Mini-mum.
Wavelengths in Metres
when shunted by Con-

densers as under:
Price.
s. d.

Coil
No.

Mini-
mum.

Wavelengths in Metres
when shunted by Con-

densers as under:

p,

s. d.

0003mfd 000 mfd oor mfd h 0003mfd 000smfdF oor mfd
Max. Max. Max. Max. Max. Max.

25 57 230 300 375 5 0 250 500 2000 2900 4150 9 0
35 83 300 380 515 5 0 300 680 2500 3400 4940 9 5
40 95 360 470 650 5 2 400 800 3400 4400 6380 10 3
50 124 425 570 780 5 2 500 1020 4250 6000 8900 10 6
65 140 475 680 1000 5 6 600 1200 4750 7000 12100 11 0
75 170 620 800 1120 5 6 750 1500 6000 8000 15000 11 10

100 230 850 980 1520 7 0 1000 2000 8100 9800 20000 12 8
150 340 1000 1520 2300 7 10 1250 2200 9750 15000 22000 14 0
200 420 1400 2300 3100 8 8 1500 2900 12500 18000 26000 15 0

Any intermediate numbers supplied on application.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY:

H. CLARKE & CO. (Manchester) LTD.,
RADIO ENGINEERS,

ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER.
Telephone Nos.: Trafford Park 683 & 793. Telegrams : "Pirtoid, Manchester."

SPECIAL. OFFER : Aerial Wire, 7/22 "'are copper, 100 ft., 1/9.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS CONDENSER VANES,

each 1
ENAMELLED WIRE, all

gauges in stock at lowest
prices.

RUBBER LEADING -IN
WIRE, 3 ram. . . . stl 14.ALL 'D. C.C. WIRE,I from 1/

GECOSITE CRYSTALS,
each 116

TALITE (Genuine) each64., 94., 1 /-
HERTZITE (Genuine) ache

66., 9d.. 1 /
GENUINE MIDITE, The

Super Clyttal, in alas,.
phial, each 1/.SHAW'S GENUINE
MOUNTED HERTZITE
CRYSTAL each 6d.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
(enclosed in glass) 1 / 6

MAGNETIC ANA L GO
(Crystal Fixer) each 414

W.O. TERMINALS, with
nuts and washers each 110.

TELEPHONE T ERX I-
NALS, with nuts and
washers -

each 1d.
TERMINALS each 10.
GOLD C-AT'S WHISKERS

each 2(1.SILVER CAT'S
. WHISKERS each Id.
FIXED CONDENSERS,

all Capacities 8d.

Please send sufficient in stamps to cover postage.

JOHN BR A 14 A NI

L.P. TRANSFORMER,
Ratio 5-1, best quality each' 9/6

ADJUSTABLE CRYSTAL
CUPS

.

each 2d.
CONTACT STUDS, with

nuts and washer _dozen 4d.
SWITCH ARMS ....each 6d.
DETECTOR ARM and
STANDARD 8:d.

EBONITE KNOPS.2B.A ,
each 20.

VARIOMETET'S 1 ;11 and 219
MATCHBOX WIRELESS

SET . ........ . ... 101d.
GALVANISED PULLEYS 4;c1.
PACKET OF 4 ASSOR-
TED CAT'S WHISKERS 41d.
SWITCHES ON EBON-

ITE, S.P D.T.quality, the
best 1/3

VALVE -HOLDERS, each Bd.

194,196,198, & 200, BISHOPSOATE, E.C.2
Open alt day Saturday NEXT Boon TO DIRTY DICK'S.' Phone; London Watt 403-1.

'Fest End Branch: 23. New Street, St. Martin's Lane. 11/.0. Open alt day Saturday Phone . Gerrard 6183

THE LARGEST HOUSE IN THE WIRELESS TRADE
I

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
BR A H A M'S (Houndsditch), Ltd.,

90, Houndsditch, E.1.
Phone : AVENUE 208.

ft
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PROBABLY no stranger combination in
the entertainment world could be
imaained than that of cinema and

radio! It has taken ten years at least to
establish the cinema artiste on the same
footing as the opera singer or the stage
player, ten years in which we have seen the
biggest plays acted out, like the old woman

who declared that
she had never
realised how deaf
she was, because
" she couldn't hear
a word they said."
Now we have had
the unique experi-
ence of hearing two
of the best-knOwn
stars of the screen
without being able
to see them.

Both Miss Betty
Balfour and Miss
Alma Taylor have

been seen by more people than could be '
counted, and when these two artistes agreed
to speak before the microphone at 2 L 0
last week, they were heard by more people
still. The subject was, of course, British
films, and the occasion, the preliminary
days before the British Film Week, which
has just concluded.
Popular Screen Artistes.

There is a peculiar appropriateness in the
.juxtaposition of these screen favourites, for
Betty Balfour has long held the public in
the hollow Of her hand, by her sheer " joide
vivre" and gift for creating laughter, while
Miss Taylor, the Hepworth star, has held
their heartstrings by her wonderful imper-
sonations. Miss- Betty is the heroine, in
addition to a long list of other plays, of the
Welsh Pearson films. " Squibs," and
" Squibs, M.P.," and " Squibs' Honey-
moon," which brings the series to an end,
have made Miss Betty one of the best-known
figures in film history.

Miss Alma Taylor has created probably
more parts than any other British film

actress. Just re-
cently she has been
scoring triumphs
with The Pipes of
Pan," " Lily of the
Alley," and now at
the Scala Theatre
is drawing all Lon-
don to see " Coming
Thro' the Rye, '
the novel of Helen
Mathers, for the
production of
which, it may be
remembered, that a

whole field of rye was specially sown, so
that Mr. Hepworth could get exact detail.
It has been called the " sweetest love story
in the world." It is certainly one of the
finest of British productions, -and thus both

. -- . -it--,
/1; 1 . '
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Sornei of the artistes who -1 aye 4i'veny- ou, pleasure while listening -in

Miss Betty Balfour.

Miss Katie Goldsmith.

these actresses are authorities on. their
subject..

It might be considered that the last
thing to be affected by: the late deceased
railway strike would, be the ather, but, as
it happened, the B.B.C. had arranged to
broadcast Act III. of -"Siegfried ' from
Covent Garden. At the critical moment,
Miss Florence Austral, the Brututhilde, was
" somewhere up the line," and accordingly
listeners -in who donned their headphones a
little late, as did the writer, spent a hectic
ten minutes trying to find out what had
gone wrong, not with the set this time, hut
with the music, for the Siegfried of the new
Yorkshire singer, Mr. Walter Widdup, had
undoubtedly turned into the Siegmund of
Mr. Walter Hyde. But the arrival of
Handing set all doubts at rest ; here was
Act I. of " The Valkyries," and with Robert
Radford in one of his best parts.

Broadcast Plays.
This well-known singer has one of the

best bass voices in the British National
Opera Company, and is also a director. He
has probably sung more roles than any
other operatic singer. He is widely known
on the concert platform, and for his choral
and oratorio work,
and his voice radios
wed, because it has
a perfect range, and
is free from rough-
ness in the lowest
register.

Though every en-
couragement should
be given to the
B.B.C. for the
writing of plays
especially suited to
the needs of radio,
frankly one cannot
entirely praise their
efforts from a lite-
rary or dramatic
standpoint as displayed in " The Dogs of
Devon." Burlesque, of course it was, but of
the crudest type at times. Much vocal talent
was spent on it, the artistes including John
Huntingdon. Sydney Coltham, Rex Palmer,
and David Openshaw, with Mesdames Ethel
Kemish, Stella Hackman, and Gladys
Palmer as principals.
World's Largest Audience.
_ Round the provinces it is obvious that a

better selection has been made for the
broadcasting of wireless drama. At Glas-
gow was announced Louis Parker's famous
old play " The Man in the Street," and one
of R. C. Carton's plays, " The Ninth Waltz."
" Lady Huntworth's Experiment " would
also radio well, we fancy, for more depends
on the wit of the dialogue than in the action.
Another well-chosen play was "The Maker
of Dreams" (Oliphant Down).

January 25th being the anniversary of
Robert Burns' birth, it was only to be

Mr. Kenneth Ellis.

expected that a Scottish element should
prevail, and most Scottish citizens probably
enjoyed the special " Burns Nicht " pro-
gramme simultaneously broadcast from
Glasgow.

At a recent concert, the non -arrival of the
vocalist might have led to disastrous effects.
if it had not been for the presence of Mr.
Kenneth Ellis. Not
only, is he one of
the best - known
singers on the prin-
cipal concert halls.
but he is one of the
oldest also of radio
artistes, and to him
fell the honour, at
the first New Year
in " wireless," of
singing "Auld Lang
Syne at the turn.
of the year. Mr.
Ellis relates that Miss Alma Taylor.
he has sung before
many audiences in the Albert Hall, and
before the troops in France, Italy, and
on the Mediterranean, during the war, in
which he took an active part, but that
no other experience had been so vivid as
that when 'he stepped before the micro-
phone and sung t3 the largest audience
in the world.
Entirely Successful.

The afternoon concerts continue to prove
entirely successful, especially at 2 L 0,
Where the instrumental part is safe in the
hands of the Wireless Trio (Messrs. Kelley,
Robinson, and Hook). Mr. Robinson is
the well-known Member of the London
Symphony and Philharmonic orchestras,
and his tone is easily recognisable in the
full orchestra at 2 L 0. 'The violoncello is
one of the few instruments that radios
perfectly, and the various 'cello solos of
Miss Edith Lake, Mr. Charles Hambourg,
and Mr. John Barbirolli are all illustrations
of this point.

Anotherfavouri t e artiste is the well-known
violinist, Miss Katie
Goldsmith, and her
recent playing with
Miss Hilda Bede -
rich, best known as
" Auntie Hilda,"
testified to her wide
reading and abun-
dance of tone.
Gaining the Sainton
Scholarship at the
Royal -24.a.salenty of
Music, she studied
under Mr. Rowsby
Woof. She is, an
Associate of  the
R.A.M., and has given several recitals
at Wigmore and .fF,olian Halls, and in
orchestral concerts at the Queen's Hall.
She has played also at the Promenade
Concerts.

Mr. E. B. Robinson.
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Illustration shows
Mr. Keith Jopp and
his Peto-Scott Units

Condenser Unit No

LCe)

..:7-f..,4

Detector Unit No. 4

Tuner Unit No. I

H,F. Unit No. 3

figFull particuiars of
the Peto-Scott Unit
System are given in
the new 48 - page
Catalogue (post free
3d.), and in Peto-
Scott's Wireless
Book, Is. 3d. (Is. 5d.

post free).

Mr. Keith Jopp gets WHAZ so
well that the Boston (u.s.A.) papers
give an account of results.

so many users
of- Peto-Scott Units have
written to us about their

regular reception of U.S.A. Broad-
casting, one of the most interesting
achievements has been that of a
young Broadstairs amateur, Mr.
Keith Jopp. Writing to
W HA Z (Troy, New York) for
confirmation of his report, the
authorities there were so struck by
its completeness in the face of poor
conditions that they sent it to the
Boston Post for publication.

As a result of this, Mr. Keith Jopp
has been the embarrassed recipient
of a large number of letters from
American radio enthusiasts asking

Peto-Scott Co. Ltd
Head Office: 64, High Holborn,

W.C.1

Branches:
99, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Liverpool: 4, Manchester Street.
Cardiff 94, Queel Street.

him how he manages to get Ameri-
can Broadcasting just whenever he
likes on two Valves only (four
Valves on the Loud Speaker).

His answer is simple. He uses
Peto-Scott standardised Radio
Units assembled by himself with-
out previous wireless knowledge.

If you, too, wish to listen to
W G Y, W H A Z, and others,
without having to wait for favour-
able conditions, invest in a set of
Peto-Scott Units. Even if you
have no Radio knowledge the
working instructions supplied with
each box of parts will enable you
to get perfect results the first time.

fj MAIL ORDERS.
"d1 You will save three
to four day's delay bY
sending mail orders direct
to, 64, High Holborn,
London, as all mail
orders are despatched

from that address.

PRICES IN SETS OF PARTS FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION

1. Tuner Unit 24/9 5. L.F. Unit 34/6
2. Condenser Unit 34/6 6. Crystal Detector
3. H.F. Unit 14/9 Unit 15/6
4. Detector Unit 19/. 7. Reactode Unit 2816

All Royalties paid. Engraving on Panels 21- extra Cahinets
3/6 extra, except No. 2 which is 4/6. Postage paid ore
orders of £2 and over Full ipstructions with every box.

..;..labia IIPeto Scott'sunits bridge the Atlantic
Gilbert Ad
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THE GERMAN BROADCASTING
- SERVICE.
BY DR. .ALFRED GRADENWITZ.

Some interesting and authentic information concerning the first German
broadcasting station.

THE development of wireless in Germany
has occurred on decidedly different
lines from the normal course of events

in other countries. While being quick to
realise its possibilities for the transmission
of messages otherwise handfed. by wired
telegraphy and telephony, and availing
itself thereof to the full, the German Postal
Department has, mainly for -economic
reasons, until quite recently clung to its
rigid monopoly of news transmission.

We have, therefore, in Germany been
witnessing an unparalleled growth of the
transatlantic and transcontinental wireless
telegraph services, the working inside of
Germany of a special scheme of " light -

The control room of the new Voxhaus broad-
casting station.

, ning telegraphy, by which the interval
between the posting and receiving of a
message is reduced to 10-15 minutes, and
the adoption of an elaborate economic news
broadcasting service, while private broad-
casting for purposes of amusement and
education is a quite recent addition, only
reluctantly made by the postal
department.

The Berlin Station.
Everybody paying a yearly

licence of 60 gold marks and ob-
taining a receiver of licensed
make (for a range of wave -lengths -
between 250 and 700 metres), is
now allowed to participate in the
general broadcasting service, the
programme of which is provided
by private companies. One such
company,the " Deutsche 8tunde"
("German Hour "),. with its
Bavarian counterpart, the " Ger-
man Hour in Bavaria," is in
control of the service so far
provided from wireless transmit-
ting stations fn Berlin and
Munich respectively.

Amateurs in this country a
since the beginning of \ovemi
should more and more frequently

aye come into touch with the
Voxhaus Broadcasting Post, might be
1ntere*ted to learn something more' about
that station and how it works.

The`first German broadcasting station
has been installed below the roof of.the Vox
Buntline!, Potsdamer Strasse, Berlin, on
plans by Mr. F. Weichart, of the German
Telegraph Engineering Offices, who..practic-

_

ally at a moment's notice,. in fact, within a
couple of weeks, had to provide a trans-
mission station covering a range of at least
150 kilometres around Berlin.

Two tubular masts
totalling 80 feet high
were built into the
roofs of the Vox
Building and the Es-
planade Hotel revue-
tively, so as to leave a
clear- height of about
58 feet above each roof.

490 Metres.
The two masts are

situated at a dis-
tance of about 100feet
apart, and constitine
the two supports be-
tween which an
antenna 100 feet long
is 'hung up. This is of
hexagonal cross-sec-
tion, the -feeding point being in the centre.

The effeetive height of the antenna ac-
oordingly should be about 48 feet, its
capacity with regard to the earth being 600
mms., and its own wave -length about 400
metres. Earthing is so far being used,
though- the possibility of operating with a
counterpoise has been provided for as well.
Experience alone will show which alter-
native is preferable. A wave of 400 metres
has been adopted for the broadcasting
service, which was- net started before an

A continuous current converter of 220/36
volts, the generator of which is to supply
a maximum- of 28 amperes (1 kw.), is used
to provide the heating of the tubes arranged
with their incandescent filaments in series.
The two valves require 16-17 amperes each
with 16 volts tertsiOn, the excitation of the
generator being derived from the mains.
A choking coil in the L.T. circuit reduces
fluctuations of the filament voltage to a
minimum.

The anode current is supplied by a 1,000
cycle alternating current generator of 3 kw.
driven by a- 4kw. direct current machine.
This current goes to a step-up transformer,
raising its pressure froth 150 volts to. about

The station's announcer introduces Conductor Urack to German listeners

3,500 volts, and is rectified in a vacuum tube
filled with a rare gas, providing a direct
current of 3,000 volts, and an intensity of
1 ampere.

The rectifier comprises an incandescent.
cathode coated with calcium oxide, its heat-
ing energy being likewise derived from the -
alternating generator by -means of a. special
compensating connection.

The transmitter at present works with an '

anode pressure of 2,500 volts, the anode
current being about 0'6 amperes, and the

antenna current about 5 am-
peres. The antenna resistance
being estimated at 15-20 ohms,
this would correspond to an an-
tenna output of about 04-0*5
kw. The antenna current can
readily be increased to 8-9
amperes by raising the anode
pressure to 3,000 volts, though
the smaller figure is likely to
prove fully sufficient.

A section of the transmitting gear employed at the Voxhaus station.

intensive series of tests had shown the
reliability of the station.

A valve transmitter of the Telefunken
type, supplying 1.5 kw. in the aerial, is
used_ to generate the waves, a modulator
tube connected up . in. parallel altering the
wave emission in accordance with- micro-
phone currents.

Times of Transmission.
The microphones are installed

in a studio situated two stories
below the transmitting station.

The week's programme of the
broadcasting station comprises
a light concert by a string band,
between 4.30 and 6 p.m., lectures
(not daily, but on dates an-
nounced by broadcasting), at
6.30 p.m., a concert by artistes
between 8.10 and 9.10 p.m. (on
Sundays and holidays between

6 and 7 p.m.), latest news at 9.15 p.m.,
and (on days announced beforehand) dance
music between 9.30 and 11 p,m.

The .duality of performances is being
rE,tpidlynnproved and, as the broadcasting
service by loud 'speakers installed in
cafes and elsewhere is made accessible to
a large public, it enjoys growing popularity.
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The latest type of B.T.H. Headphones, as illustrated, is
much ligater and more comfortable than the original
pattern. The headband is of plated wire covered with
leather and is constructed so as not to disarrange
the hair, while the earpieces can be instantly adjusted
io the head without any manipulation of nuts or screws.

B.T.H. Headphones (4,000 ohms.)-Reduced Price 25/. per set

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd

1965

Best
and
most
comfortable

c.(' Note the leather covering

ZIASAWAN;(0.WAWNZON,WZNAKM07/ W'.,563Krr

B.T.H. Headphones have achieved a
re markable reputation for their won-
derful sensitiveness and tonal quality.
They perfectly reproduce speech and
music and give maximum amplitude
of sound. In many cases the substi-
tution of B.T.H. Headphones for
other makes has enabled listeners to
hear distinctly broadcast programmes
which had previously been inaudible.
Buy B.T.H. Headphones for better hearing

Wholesale only
Works: Coventry London Office : Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2
,ranches at: llelfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Middles-

borough, Manchester, Newcastle, Swansea, Sheffield.
Sole jggents for the nrus:c and Gramophone `rode:

THE MURDOCH TRADING CO., 59 & 61 CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
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=Hello! Hello!! "Uncle Tom" Calling-
" Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

" Uncle Tom" of PAYNE & HORNSBY
The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and

THE ONLY FIRM IN GREAT BRITAIN WITH ACTUAL BROADCASTING EXPERIENCE
Aerial Wire, 7/22 100 ft. 1/11
Indoor Aerial Wire, 7125 100 ft. 1/6 Radio
Crystal Detectors, Glass Enclosed 116 to 2/9
Crystal Detectors, Perikon Glass Enclosed,

Complete with Crystals 2/3
Cat's Whiskers, Gold, each, 2d.; doz 1/9
Cat's Whiskers, Silver, each 1c1.; doz 9d.
Packets Nixed Whiskers each 3d.
Hertzite Crystal & 5 Whiskers 7d.
Condenser Scales. 0-180 each 2d.
Aerial, Earth & 'Phone Name Tabs, ea. Id.
2 B.A. and 4 B.A. Nuts doz. 21d.
W.O. Terminals, with Nut and Washer, ea. 11d.
Telephone Terminals, with Nut & Washer,

each /Id.2 B.A, Knobs each 2d.
Fixed Condensers, .001 to .003,, .0001 to

.0005.. each 8d.Filament Resistances, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6,4/6, 5/. With Vernier 7/-The New Microstat Fil. Resistance 2/9Filament Resistance Dials 6d.
Ditto, in Ivorinc, complete circle, white or

black 6d.
Pin Terminals, Screw Pattern each 11d.Spade Terminals, Screw Pattern  each ltd.Magnetic Amalgo Crystal Fixer each 4d.
18 -Gauge Tinned Copper Wire, for con-

necting tip, 3 yds, 2d.; 100 ft 1/8
Insulators, Large Reel each Id.
Insulators, Small Beel 2 for 11d.Insulators, Egg and Shell each 2d.
Ebonite cut any size while you wait ....lb. 3/6

Mail Orders Despatched same day.
Please send ample postage. Excess

will be returned.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Equipment Co.'s Headphones, 4,000

ohms. Makers' price, 25
Our price to clear 16/6.

ONE -VALVE AlltPLIFIERS.
In boxes, handsome finish, each bearing a Guarante

and stamped B.B.0 391

L.F. Transformers. British made and Guaranteed,
11/. each.

Complete Sets of Parts, to make One -Valve
Amplifier, wills handsome Ebonite Panel, Ebonite
Terminals, Wires and Diagram. A child can con-struct. 25/,

Ditto, Two Valves, 3C2-10-0.

TO CLEAR. Large stock fine quality Switch Arms,
7d. each.

New British Thorpe Valve 101 --Ericsson E. V. Type Headphone, known
throughout the North as " Uncle Tom's ' Marconi-

Ericsson's 12/- pair.

Hellesen's Dry Batteries, " Tiger " Brand. For
Dull Emitter Valves, 1.5 Volts 2/8.

Wonderful Value in Crystal Sets, all stamped
B.B.C. and all guaranteed 20 miles, 11/6, 13/6,
15/6. With our 11/6 set Manchester, Glasgow and
Newcastle have been heard frequently in one night on

the one set.

Business Hours - - g to S daily.

Plugs and Jacks 3/6
Ditto, Superior make 5/6
Switches on Ebonite, S.P.D.T 1/4 and 1/6
Switches on Ebonite, D.P.D.T 3/- and 3/3
2 B.A. Screwed Rod foot lengths 2Id.
H.T. Batteries with Plugs. 30 volts, 4/6;

36 volts, 5/6; 60 volts, 8/6; 90 volts 1216
Tapped Inductance Coil, 20 Tappings,

2/3 and 2/6
Varioroeters 2/- to 21/ -
Single Basket Coil Holders 1/3
2 Coil Holders (Duo Lateral Coils) 5/3
3 Coil Holders 6/6
'Phone Cords pair 1/ -
Coil Plugs, Flat Type 9d.
Coil Plugs, Wedge Type 1 / 2
Ebonite Condenser Knob and Dial 1 / 4
Variable Condensers, complete with Knob

and Dial. Finest workmanship. .001, 8/-;
.00075, 7/-; .0005, 6'-; .0003, 5/6; .0002,5/.; .0001, 4/6; Vernier 4r -

Tin Foil per large sheet 4d.
Copper Foil, 6 ins. wide ft. 5d.
Flex yard 2.3.
Valve Holders, with Nuts 8d.
Hertzite, Nidite, Gecosite, Atomite,Concite Crystals in Stock.
Potentiometers 7/ -
Earth Clips.... 5d. and 6d.

AU Mail Orders to be sent to Head
Office and. Stores, Gallotrgate, Nem-

eastle-on-Tyne.

"UNCLE TOM" PAYNE & HORNSBY, GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
66, Camden Street, North Shields. Telephone : 3804 Central. Ocean Road, South Shields.Telephone: 743 North Shields.

Call Signs: 6 I K. 6 K W. Russell Street, South Shields.Roker Avenue, Sunderland.
Telephone: 245 Sunderland. Telephone: 769 South Shields (Two line,).

A. MUNDAY, LTD.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING STREET,
London, E.C.4.

I
'Phone : 2972 CITY. (One door. Queen VictorioSt.)

AND

45, EASTCHEAP, London, E.G.3.

ACCUMULATORS
Ready charged or uncharged -

2 -volt 40 9/6
2 -volt 60 12/-
2 -volt 100 16/6
4 -volt 40 16/6
4 -volt 60 . 22;0
6 -volt 40 . 24/0
6 -volt 60 . 26/6
6 -volt 100 . . 45/3

EVERYTHING ELSE FOR WIRELESS
AND ELECTRICAL WORK

for
ON A

y001. PleaSiireMiss EDNA THORNTON

HEAR Mr.
Miss 1VIAR

STANGERY
PHILLIPS

LEY HOLT
and Others.

"PO WERTRANS''TRANSFORMER

GIVING FINEST
RESULTS

Interaction Impossible

Satisfaction Guaranteed

NICKEL PLATED
MOUNTED 0 R
UNMOUNTED

STANDS UP
TO STIFFEST

TESTS

PRICE :

18,6
Type G.15.

Post
Paid

in
U.K.tie

MADE BY GILLIVER & CO. KINGSBURY.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS :

ELLIS & SONS (1923) Ltd.,
6, PANYER ALLEY, NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.4.

.e: Central 6786. LIBERAL TRADE TERMS.
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THE "P.W.'! LONG RANGE
BROADCAST RECEIVER.

BUILT AND DESCRIBED BY THE TECHNICAL STAFF.
This article completes the description of the construction of the
condenser tuned receiver. In an early issue the variometer tuned

0 0 - - 0 0 0 0 0 cee-cee---(ee4----e,c>.,e.---- -.0 0- e  -e,.<:- 0 0 . 0 0 0- e 0-.1e-,

set will be dealt with.

THE high
-frequency chokes should next

receive attention. These require to
be coils with a very high inductance

and a low self capacity. If high -capacity
coils are used they will pass the high -
frequency currents, and, as their sole pur-
pose is to form a block to the passage of the
high -frequency currents, it will be appre-
ciated that a low.self capacity is essential.

The simplest type of coil, from a con-
structional point of view, having these
characteristics is that known as the
lattice. To construct these coils a
wooden cylinder, say, 1-1 in. in
diameter, will be required, into
which two radial rows of pins aro
driven. The first row of pins (say,
12 in number) should be driven in
at points equi-distant from each
other round the circumference of
the cylinder.

The second row, of the same
number, should be driven in at a
distance of in. from the first,
and should be " staggered "-that
is, the pins in the second row
should be immediately opposite the
centre of the space between two
pins in the first row. Fig. C will show
how the pins should he arranged.

Making the Choke Coils.
One end of the wire, which

should be No. 36, should be twisted
round one of the pins,- and the first
turn should be a zigzag turn round
the outside of the pins, as shown
in Fig. 6.

On the completion of this turn
the wire isz wound on between the
rows of pins'iri.a single layer across
the former, -;then anotirer zigzag turn is
put on, folloW-e&by another layer, and so
en, alternating With layers and zigzag
turns until the required number of turns
are put on. Two thousand turns will
give the necessary impedance, although
this number is not very critical.

The coil and former should then be im-
mersed in molten paraffin wax, and allowed
to stand until no more bubbles arise, when
it should be removed and carefully
drained, and allowed to cool. The pins
should then be removed from the former

F/G 6.

-5-

SECOND
ROW

DEVIILOPAWNT OF PORAtf.:17
SHOivING PINS ANO FIRS!

..r/O-zAorotH.

C 0000

and the first zigzag turn carefully pulled
out, when the coil will be easily removed
from the former.

The L.F. Traisformer. .

The fixed condensers required are made
by clamping pieces of copper foil between
mica sheets. For the '001 mfd. condensers
six pieces of foil 2 cm. by 1 can. and seven
pieces of mica '002 in. thick and 3 cm. by
2 cm. are required.

This photograph shows the wiring of the variometer tuned receiver
as it was carried out for experimental purposes. Subsequently the
set was carefully re -wired, and the components arranged more

permanently and neatly.

For the '0003 condensers three pieces
of foil and four pieces of mica of the fore-
going sizes, and for the '0002 mfd. condenser
two pieces of foil and three pieces of mica,
will be required. Condenser cases can be
obtained at a moderate cost, and these can
be utilised, or the usual
method of forming the
case* from piebes of ebonite
can be adopted, taking care
that the mica and foil are
kept in intimate contact.

- The low -frequency trans-
former should next receive
attention. Two pieces of
ebonite 21 in. EqUare by

in. thick are required
for the end pieces. A circle
2 in. in diameter should
be marked on each piece,
as shown in Fig. 7, and by
a judicious use of saw and
file the ebonite should be cut to this shape.

The edge should be rounded as shown
in the section in Fig. 7.  A hole in. in
diameter should be chilled through the
centre for the core wires; and two in.
holes (which should be given rounded edges)

drilled as shown for the leads to the primary
and secondary,

- The core wires, whieh 'should be of No. 22
S.W.G. iron wire, perfectly, straight and
9.1 in. long, -,should then be laid up until a
tight core in. in diameter is produced. The
bobbin cheeks should be fitted to a paper
tube 2; in. long and -1 in. thick, and care -

re,

5a sHrif eAik
Vs wipe

4 BA ci.CAR.Wri,

riaa

fully secured by shellac. This tube should
be thoroughly dried and shellacked.

Short leads of No. 30 S.W.G. about,
6 in. long should -be -east; -and tine soldered

to the No. 46 S.C.C. used for
winding the transformer. - About
5 oz. of this wire will be re-
quired. This short end is inserted
through the hole in the end cheek
nearest the core, and winding .com
meneed.

For a man with a lathe the
winding is a comparatively simple
matter, but by an exercise of
ingenuity it is usually possible to
arrange some means -by Which this
winding can be done by those not
so fortunately situated.

The utmost care must be exer-
cised in winding to preVent the
breakage of the wire ; no sudden
jerks must be given to it, and the
bobbin from which it is being
unwound should be mounted - so
that it will revolve -easily:

Arranging the Core Wires.
The primary is wound on over

the whole length of the tube to a
diameter of 31-1 in. - Another Aloft
length of No. 30 S.W.G. Shouldthen
be soldered to the wire (which ie.
of course, broken from the bobbin)
and pushed through the second hole

on the same side as the commencing. wire.
The secondary is wound on in the same

way, to a diameter of 1 in., after the
primary has been carefully covered With
three layers of Empire cloth. The same
size wire should be used, and the No. 30

F/6.7.

THESE HOLES
IN FIRST PIECE

THESE HOLES
IN SECOND

PIECE

S.W.G. soldered to its ends should be brought
through the holes in the opposite end cheek
to that which the primary was brought.

Two layers of Empire tape over the

(Continvt4 on page 960.)
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secondary windings complete the winding
of the transformer.

The core wires should now be inserted
in the tube until they project equally from
both ends. They should then be spread out
from a point at the centre of each end, and
bent down evenly all over the windings
and interlaced.

Care should be taken to get the wires
evenly spread out all round the bobbin,
and carefully interlaced. A brass band
slipped over the core wires will hold them
securely in position. A further band, as
shown in Fig. 8, should be made for securing
the transformer to the panel.
A Vertical Panel.

The panel on which the items are
mounted consists of a piece of ebonite,
12 in. by 12 in. by in. or in. It should
be carefully squared on the edges, and may,
if desired, be given a matt surface by rub-
bing with emery cloth.

A drawing giving dimensional details of
all the holes and lay -out is not given, as it is
much safer to lay out all the items on a
sheet of paper and mark out all the holes
on this paper.

The sizes of the holes can be pencilled on
the paper, which can then be secured to
the ebonite panel by gum or bulldog clips.
A vertical panel, 12 in. by 5 in., is also
required, which is secured to the main panel
by brackets cut out of sheet brass, in.
thick, as shown in Fig. 9.

The anode coil should be fixed to this
vertical panel by a brass Screw in the
position shown, the two H.F. choke coils
being secured in the marked positions by a
clamping strip of ebonite and a brass bolt
and nut. The .0002 mfd. condenser in the
grid circuit of the first valve and the .0003
mfd. condenser in the plate circuit of the
first valve should also be fitted to this panel.
Prevents Capacity Effects.

The aerial tuning inductance is carried
on a piece of No. 18 copper wire, connected
to the condenser terminal, as shown in Fig.
10. This piece of wire also forms the con-
nection between the condenser and the
inductance, one end of the basket coil being
soldered to it as shown.

The grid condenser and leak may be
fitted in the position shown in Fig. 9.

Wiring should be carried out with No. 20
enamelled wire. A length of wire should be
fixed to a nail in the wall, and stretched by
pulling heavily on it ; by this means it will
be found that the wire can be Made to lay
straight, and take whatever sets or bends
are given to it. Particular care should be
taken to keep the wires spaced as far as
possible to prevent trouble from capacity
effects.

Connecting the Chokes.
The method of connecting the H.F. chokes

to the wiring adopted in this set is to bore
a hole through the vertical ebonite panel of
such a size that the No. 20 wire
is a tight fit in it ; this wire
can then be left projecting as

A handsome 5 -valve set constructed by QM".
John E. White, of "Brooklyn," Billericay, Essex.

shown in Fig. 11, to form a tag to whiCh
the leads from  the H.F. chokes can be
connected.

It is not proposed to give any further
details of the methods of fixing the various
components to the panel, as the methods
which would be adopted in each individual
case depend to a great extent on the
mechanical skill of the experimenter.

The only thing left
to consider is the case,
and this should be
built of it in. hardwood,
dovetailed or pinned to-
gether, as the skill of the
experimenter may permit.
The case is provided with
corner fillets, in: by in,
to give a firm hold for
the screws holding the
panel.

It should be finished
by staining and varniili
ing or French polishing,
as may be desired.

When the set is com-
pleted, the various ter-
minals should be labelled.
Either bought labels may
be screwed to the panel, or
the lettering can be done

.000.114, CHOKE ANODE .0003Hr CHOKE
GONDAWACR COI CONDENSER CHOKE COILS

---,-----r-'---,-,----, + H.T. 11
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by a brush or by using rubber stamps, if
the paint is properly thinned by turpentine.

Short Wave Work Only.
The wave -length range of this set is of

course limited by the aerial tuning induct-
ance and the anode coil; but if a greater
wave -length is desired, it may be obtained

 up to a certain limit by fitting a pair of
terminals or sockets in series with both these
coils, or coils may be connected.

It will, of course, be realised that this set
cannot be used for long wave -lengths, as
the high -frequency choke coils cease to
perform their functions of choking back the
high -frequency currents when the frequency
of the incoming craves has fallen below a
certain limit, as their impedance is a function
of the frequency.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR
EBONITE

EBONITE is an expensive item, but a
very efficient substitute for it is to be
found in the material of an ordinary

gramophone disk. ThiS consists of a mix-
ture of insulating substances and contains
about 30 per cent of an excellent insulator,
shellac, which moreover comes to the sur-
face during the process of manufacture,
and forms an_ insulating coating. It was

1020
CONNECTING

WIRE

ire

'77visrett
sol,peReo

H.,' CHOKE

recently described in " P. W." how a crystal
set could bernounted upon a circular panel
consisting of 'a 'gramehone record.

This material, however. may be readily
cut or sawn into squares or other rect-
angular pieces, and may then be secured
to a wooden panel at the parts where
the highest insulation is required. It is
easily drilled (care being taken not to
proceed too fast, in case of a crack develop-
ing), and may be readily bent or shaped, if
previously held before a fire or above a
flame (high enough to be out of direct con-
tact with the flame).
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Buy
British
Goods
Only

TYPE
"AR"

1 2/6

- -
The Safety Ca'n (Prov. Pat.) which is now

fitted to all Ediswan Valves. Filament
pins are shorter in length than the
plate and grid pins, thus avoidin
any chance Of making surface
contact with the wrong sockets

TYPE -R.

216

TYPE
"ARDE"

2 1 /-

..1:111ASTV.ilp
14%,.

Read what Users
say about Ediswan Valves

Actual performance has proved beyond doubt the outstanding
superiority of E liswan Valves. Manufactured in the same
factory as the famous Ediswan Electric Lamps, full advan age
is taken of the 40 years' manufacturing service and research
which has made the name " Ediswan " famous as a guarantee

of perfect satisfaction.
Darlington January t4th, 4924.

, . Regarding my reception of Calgary, Canada, CFCN, With 3 -Valve Droad-
cast Receiver, using Ediswan A.R. Valves, I have also had the following stations :-

PW X Cohan Telephone Co., Havana, Cuba.
(VII -If. Trenton 'Hardware -Co., Trenton, New Jersey.
W GI' General Electric Co.. Schnectady, New York.

- WMAF
IJW

In all r8 American transmissions, all taking place on an inside aerial, W MAL
could be plainly heard ft from the 'Phones, the last being an amateur station calling
A RRL.

As I do a lot of 'experimental Work, especially long-distance receiving, I have tried
ninny makes of valves, ,and I have,always had best results 'With ysur A.R. Type. The
advantage I have found -is that -they are superior to the others that I have experimented
with in the follothing ways! their action being very stable (a great advantage in long-
distance receiving), they are good Hit. and L.F. Amplifiers as well as good Detectors,
and clear speech is a special feature.

I do not hesitate in saying that the A.R. Valve is the best high,temperature valve that
have had experience with, and I can recommend same for all types of receiving,

either Broadcast or ExPeriniental.-H.W.T

Type "A.R." and "R." 12/6
Type " A.R.D.E." . . 21/ -

(Dull Eonitter)
Type A.R. *06 . .
(Cat be be run off dry cells)

Have you had your FREE copy of illustrated booklet " The
Thermionic Valve"? If not, send a postcard to -day.

Your Dealer holds stocks to supply you. If
not, write us direct, giving his name and address.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Contractors to 11.M Admiralty, War Office, Royal Air Force,

123/125, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4, and 71, Victoria St., S.W.1
Works :-Ponders End, Middlesex

Branches in at Principe; Towns.
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Selling Depots :
MANCHESTER :

19, Bridge Street,
Deans,gate.

NOTTINGHAM:
W. 3. curse & Co.,
Traffic Street.

BIRMINGHAM:
14-15, Snow Hill.

SCOTLAND:
Malcolm Breingan,
57, Robertson St.,
Glasgow.

N.B. ENGLAND:
Milburn Ho.,
Newcastle -on -Tyne.

COLCHESTER:
ear, High Street.

Buy British Goods only

Machert,
Mon.

" Please
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ate

two pairs of yo000 ohms
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" Ericsson
4

'ph
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again

other
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and find that "Eriessons"
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every

ime.
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of my wireless
friends

who, after trying
them,

are loud in praise
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eech and

music
(not to mention

th
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sips.) rendered
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your make of 'phones."

(Extract
from

letter
to us.)
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against
-but that 1 was an
Ericsson Headset
Performance is the supreme test of telephones,
and the performance of Ericsson (British) Tele-
phones stamps them as head and shoulders over
any 'phone on the market to -day. The accom-
panying letter testifies to this.
Superbly made, comfortable, robust in construc-
tion, yet extraordinarily sensitive in operation
they are the ideal telephone for extra results on
any set, valve or crystal.

PRICES :
120 ohms .. . 24/6

2000 .. 25/6
4000

" `Ericsson
. 26/6

ncsson Beeston Notts" en each earpieceLook for-this is missing from the Continental imitations.
Write us to -day for lists and information of our valve and
crystal sets, also our famous Super Tone " Loud Speaker.
The British L.M. Ericsson Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

International Buildings,
6 7/7 3, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

(British)
Telephones
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HULLO!!

WIRELESS
you

C.Q.,WILL
to inspect a

ACCESSORIES
new

DAY CALLING
selection of

NEW EBONITE LOUD SPEAKER TRUMPETS.
Small Stem r, 14" high, 5r across Bell 9/. each
Large Stem 1i",'20" high, I1" across Bell 1816 each

THE MICROSTAT.
For governing every type of Valve

including Dull Emitters .. .. 2/9 each
THE LISScNSTAT MINOR FOR VALVE CONTROL.

ONE HOLE FIXING .. .. .. 316 each,
VALVE WINDOWS. DUST PROOF, EITHER IN NICKEL

PLATED OR BRASS FINISH WITH ALL NUTS AND
BOLTS .. ... .. .. .. 4d. set.

MIDGET N.P. SWITCHES FOR PANEL MOUNTING.
Best Quality S.P.D.T. .. .. .. 1'6 each

2/- each
EBONITE OF BEST POSSIBLE QUALITY.

SHEET, ROD or TUBE
Cut to your EXACT SIZE while you wait.
Sheet 5. ' , I. I and 1 inch always in stock.

CHATTERTON'S COMPOUND.
THE ONLY ADHESIVE FOR EBONITE .. .. It. per stick.
BEST QUALITY ALUMINIUM VANES.

Fixed or moving, standard size .. 5d. per doe. vanes
-

Write for our
New Catalogue,
Now Ready,Post Free.
Postage d n d
Carriage on all

extra.

The numerous letters of praise we continue to
receive daily from delighted customers all over the
United Kingdom and the increasing sales of our
famous --DAYZITE (Regd.) -.CRYSTAL
are sufficient guarantee of the wonderful results
Watarebfobtaiiedby thousandstmu fitefsharewirheselappyisnersintIellt;
of perfect Broadcast Reception and secure a Regis -
eilveedfIC3alYsgThiEskecrryg'easoil3d only boxed with

Makes excellent cont'act witheach,
SGoqds

er a
3d.'eeilkroail

Detector.®
WILL DAY, LTD,

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C.2.
'Phone Regent 4577. Telegrams "Titles, Westrand, London."

BRITISH Made Wireless COMPONENTS
YOU SAVE 33310 ON ALL LISTED BELOW
Satisfaction Guaranteed

FILAMENT RESIST-
ANCE, 7 ohms 1/6

Switch Arm, ist quality .. 9d.
7d.

Variable Grid Leak .. 2/-
Resistance,

50,000-,00,000 ohms. .. 26
DETECTORS, Dust covered

nickel or brass .. 1/6
Ditto, unmounted .. ., 1/1
VALVE -HOLDER, Ebonite 10d.
FIXED CONDENSERS,

guaranteed copper and
mica, .4 or, .002, -003,,005, 9d.
0005, .0002, 0003, 0005 .. 7d.

'PHONES, 4000 ohms .. 12/6
Hertzite Crystal .. ..)
Permanite .. 19d.
Perfecta y ..)
And all other' well-known

types.
Gold Cat's -Whisker
Silver
Variometer

1'
Ball Rotor

A.A. Earth Clips
Dials and Knobs, 7d., 10d., 1/ -
Knobs, 2 B.A. .. 2d.
Contact Studs Comp., doz. 4d.

2d.
.. 1d:

2/6

Or Money Refunded
Terminals .. doz.

PP 'Phones .. doz.
CABINET 8. EBONITE

PANEL, 6 in. by bin
each ..

Variable Condensers

0005 ,

L.F. TRANSFORMER
Energo 1216

H.F PLUG-IN TYPE.

1)-
1,3

7,6

8/6
5,6

No. I 150-450
2 250-700
3 450-1200 ..
4 900-2000

7 6

. 36
.. 3 6
.. 3,6

4,6
5 1600-3200 .. 5 -
6 2200-5000 6 -

Panel Switch°, S.P.D.T. 8d.
If 17P.D.T. 1 6

Coil Plug, Ebonite 10d.
COIL HOLDERS.

Non -Capacity Handles .. 6d.
All Makes Valves.

MAIL ORDERS ONLY.
Postage one penny in the shilling. Special terms to the trade.

RADIO MAIL ORDER CO.,
5, UPPER CHARLES STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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AN
ARTISTIC TWO -VALVE " SUPER"

BUILT AND DESCRIBED BY A MEMBER OF THE " P.W." TECHNICAL STAFF.

This receiver, as was explained last week, consists of a " super " panel
and a separate L.F. amplifier. In this, the second article of the series,

the description of the actual construction of the set is commenced.

THE
second unit is merely a lows-fre- hole mounting condenser was used in the

quency amplifier as was mentioned receiver shown in the photographs) ; F,
last week. The receiver was con- filament resistance, and G, variable grid-

structed in two distinct units owing to leak. Naturally, the sizes of these holes
the fact that its scope of action varied will depend upon the make of component
between five and twenty miles from a used in each case.
broadcasting station, and also so that unit 2
should be available for other purposes should The coil Holders.

it be required. This circuit is simplicity Having drilled the panel in accordance
itself, as will be seen by examining the with Fig. 3-which, by the way, shows the
theoretical diagram, Fig. 2. The only top and not the underneath side of the
components employed, apart from valve panel-the two coil -holders should be
sockets and terminals, being a low -frequency purchased, due regard being paid to the
intervalve transformer and a filament available space left on the panel for mount -
resistance. As will be seen later, only three Mg them. If the receiver is to be enclosed
battery connections between the two units in a case similarly to the one constructed
are necessary, the H.T. minus finding its by the author, it will be necessary to take
way through the L.T. con-
nections.

First of all the construction of
the first unit will be dealt with
in its entirety, as this is, when
completed, a complete single
valve Armstrong " super," and
quite capable of being used for
loud -speaker work within short
range of a broadcasting station.
As has been mentioned before,
it is not necessary to adhere
absolutely to the lay -out and
dimensions that will be given,
'although amateurs with little
previous experience of " super "
work might be well advised to do
so in order to ensure success.

Marking the Panel.
A piece of is in. ebonite

12 in. by 71 in. should first be
obtained, and nicely squared up.
Holes for eight terminals should
. be drilled at A, B and C, as shown in Fig. 3.
The valve -socket holes should be drilled
with the assistance of the template pro-
vided in Fig. 3A. The positions given
by this diagram can very easily be trans-
ferred on to another piece of paper by
means of a pin or needle with which an in-
dication of the positions can be pierced

through, and thus avoid the necessity of
mutilating the page. Other holes that
require to be drilled are I), the variable
condenser point of mounting (a J.B. one -

with differently shaped handles are em-
ployed, then perhaps it would not be
necessary to allow for such a clearance.

The positions of the various components
is clearly shown in the accompanying photo-
graph, and no difficulty should be ex-
perienced in this respect. It may be worth
mentioning, by the way, that the various
terminals are all
spaced 4 in. from
the edge of the
panel.

It is advisable
to mount the coil -
holders before the
variable conden-
ser and variable -
grid -leak, as the
necessary hand-
ling of the panel
might cause these
rather delicate
components to be-
come damaged in
some way or
another.

Another little item well worth mention-
ing in passing is in respect of the valve
sockets and terminals. Every one of these

should be a " screwing fit" into
its hole on the panel ; not a

0

FIG.34

0

9

7EMPLATE

Showing the simple nature of the wiring and the neat component lay -out of
the " super " panel. Note the three supporting legs.

care that coil -holders with handles of
reasonable length are obtained, so that
there is no danger that they will project
beyond the edge of the panel. Quite cheap
coil -holders will answer the purpose, so long
as they are reasonably- accurate in respect of
pin and socket positions, and capable of
holding a heavy honeycomb coil rigidly at
an angle. The method of mounting the coil -
holders and carrying through the connections
to the underneath of the panel is by means
of terminals which accomplish
both purposes simultaneously.

Clearance and Spacing.
The coil -holders can, of course,

be taken to pieces; removed from
their bases, and remounted on
the panel, and from the point of
view of neatness this is perhaps
to be recommended, but at the
same time by leaving them upon
their original bases and mounting
them upon the panel complete
as will be shown in a photograph,
a'gotod clearance for the knob on
the extension handle is allowed.
If other types of coil -holders

" sliding fit." If the amateur
does not possess a set of stocks
and dies, he can either drill
undersized holes and rime them
slightly until with a little force
the terminal or valve socket can
be screwed in, or he can con-
struct a rough tap by cutting a
slot sharply along the side of a
screw of similar size and slightly
bevelling the end.

Fixing the Terminals.
If very tight " screwing fits "

are obtained, even if no soldering is
carried out in the wiring, the
risk of connections under the
panel becoming loose owing to
the turning of terminals in use
becomes negligible.

Although not at all a usual
procedure, it is at the same

time a very excellent scheme to fasten the
terminal indicating tabs to the panel before
wiring, as if this is done every connection
can be closely checked by both the theoreti-
cal and wiring diagrams, as the work pro-
ceeds, thus prcittig the slightest-
possibility of an erroein this direction.

Theseindicating tabs may eaisily be
mounted with shellac, if the latter is of a
fairly thick consistency.

(To be continued)

FIG E.

12"

7Y;
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Here is the
SECRET.
Consumption, 0.42 amp.

average.

Filament Voltage, 5.0 volts.

Anode Volts, 50-100
British make throughout.

Every Va1r3 stamped
"B.B.C."

44;

The Thorpe

K.1 Valve
is adaptable to every

type of receiving cir-
cuit, but more especially

to those employing dual

amplification and super -

regeneration. The high

efficiency of this Valve is due
to the employment of a special

anode which forms a perfect
electron trap owing to the great sur-

face area presented.

A new and original method of exhaustion
has been adopted which guarantees a very

accurate degree of vacuum.

The Valve has been subjected to exhaustive tests.
and has been received with approbation everywhere.

OBTAINABLE OF ALL DEALERS

Or direct from the Sole Distributors for Great Britain and Ireland:

BOWER ELECTRIC, Ltd.,
15, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue.

LONDON, W.C.2.
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MICRODENSER
(Prov. Pat. 28028/23).

A NEW VERNIER CONTROL.
Experiments calling for accurate tuning
and pure reception' have produced the
"J.B." Microdenser. We claim that
our condensers incorporating our Ver-
nier control surpass every, ather method
of fine tuning. Results after rigorous
tests-upon trans -Atlantic reception-
prove our contention that the ' J.B."
Microdenser will bring in American
Stations, where without there is that
disappointing silence.

After coarse tuning, finer tuning is secured
by the vernier, for whicn a separate knob
is provided. This may be turned in either
direction to give vernier control.

Hand capacity effects are reduced to the absolute mini-
mum. Readings are taken from the one dial making
the " J.B." Microdenser eminently suitable for use in
wavcmeters and all calibrated circuits. The features
which have made the " J.B." Condenser world famous
are employed in the " J.B." Microdenser.

PANEL MOUNTING ONE HOLE FIXING.

'001 .. 11,'6 Packing
'00075.. 1.1 and
'0005 .. 10/. Postage
'0003 .. 8!9 extra.
'00025.. 8 9 One only ed.
0002 .. 8/- Two  9d.
'0001 .. 7/9 Three  1/ -
Complete with Knob and Dial.

-the condenser with
integral vernier con-
trol must be used for
accurate tuning, and
incidentally maxi-
mum results without
the distortion due to
inaccurate tuning.

The "J.B." Microdenser carries
the "J.B.' guarantee for capacity
-extremely low minimum.

Do you --
feel this
way about
the panelsyou areusing?

If not, write

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,
HANWELL

THE

J.B.
(Trade Not lc)

PRECISION
VARIABLE

CONDENSERS
Arc scientifically designed by experts.
With one hole Fixing, large metal to
metal bearings, we readily and uncon-
ditionally guarantee the " J.B." Con-
denser to be technically perfect and
built for unusual durability. You
may rely upon them.

After severe tests leading
manufacturers with reputa-
tions for the production of
first-class wireless sets use
our Condensers.

With the accurate close spacing '5.B.",
Condensers take up much less robin
under panel.

See you get `J.B., Condenser
It has come to our knowledge
that makes other titan the
" J.B." are being forced upon
the Wireless Public as the
guaranteed "J.B." Make sure
it is the genuine ".T.B." Your
dealer will supply you.

The " J.B." TWIN Condenser for
Double H.T. Circuits, capacity
each half '00025 mtd. 19/8 -each
Ideal for use in circuits employ
ing 2 H.F. stages. With Vernier
fi 2s. 88.

If unable to obtain the " J.B." Condenser or
the " J.B." Microdenser front nonr local dealer
send lo the Manufacturers

JACKSON rmos.,
The Condenser Specialists. WORKS: Lewisham, S.E.

"You may rest
assured that I am so
satisfied with the
quality of your pro-
duct that I shall
never go elsewhere."

Look for this regd. trade

mark on all panels
11=1111

LONDON, W.7.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
TO SAVE MONEY.

W. DAVIS & SON,
(Dept. B.)

156, CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD,
CROYDON. Established 1906.

This handsome sloping
cabinet crystal set, complete!des" 816as illustrated, B,B.C. tax paid

Postage and packing if-.
Super Set with engraved ebonite panel,
all nickel fittings, superior
finish throughout, B.B.C. 22'6stamped, Tax paid. Price
Send P.O. now-Satisfaction Guaran-
teed or Money Refunded. Packing

and postage 1./4.
BEST RESULTS are obtained 1
only by using " EXCELITE"
the new SUPER Crystal. Every 6
piece GUARANTEED. Obtain- Post
able only from us. Price per box free.
Sets of Parts from 7/6. LISTS FREE.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

British -Made

Completely Assembled with
KNOB AND DIAL.

'001 .. 8/6
'00075 8/-
'0005 ..
'0003 .. 5/9
'00025..5/9
'0002 5/-
.0001 -4/9
Vernier 44-.

Packing
and

Postage
Extra.

One only
Two ,; 9d.
Three 1/ -

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

8, PiDT-.11.1.41:10 STREET (First Flooi),OXFORD ST.. LONDON, VIF.1.
'Phone : Lee Green 1225, 'Phone : Gerrard 6187.

THE
"BROWNIE WIRELESS"

THE MOST EFFICIENT
OF CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

THE new improved " Brownie Wireless' with its solid moulded ebonite cap
and highest grade nickel fittings, coupled with its tested merits endorsed by

r - - - its many thousands of users, makes r - - ... ,

, it the most attractive crystal set
on the market irrespective of mice, I

Plusoa
3,

B.B.C.
Ry /

By post
6d. extra.

Now supplied erected and
with B.B.C. stamp. Requiris

10/- licence only ::

I Endorsed by Editors Popular
i Wireless," Amateur Wireless,"

" Electricity."

THE J.W.B. WIRELESS CO.,
I 19 Garrick Street. W.C,2.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

IMEIMMIIMMINIMMENNIMPrigt1D 111111111111111MMIN

P%"'
INS Why throw away your

broken valves when we caw',
repair them equal to new? I

We specialise in the repair of Thermionic Valves, and have exten-
sive works with the most modern Plant and Machinery inslalled.

PRICE LIST.
Receiving Valves (detectors and amplifiers) 6/6 each.

Post Free.
DULL EMITTER VALVES CANNOT BE REPAIRED.

TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

The Valve Renewal Co.,
4-5, Mason's Avenue, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2.

'Phone : London Wall 5184.
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Mainly About Broadcastinsi
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A FEW weeks ago I saw details of a per-
fectly authentic " crystal record." Mr.
Frank Heinffing, radio officer of the ss.

"Californian," picked. up 'signals from Ar-
lington .(Ar A A) at a distance of from 3,500
to 4,100 miles. He was using a galena crystal
detector, and confirmation of his remarkable
record has been given by the American
Bureau of Navigation. Making due allow-
ances for freak reception, Mr. Heinflings'
results are none the less very interesting,
and constitute a pretty satisfactory reply
to the multi -valve -fiends who sneer at the
crystal, just as some uninformed people
sneer at the coherer.

I must confess to a penChant fir crystals-
especially carborundum. During the war
I used the well-known Type 31 Crystal
Detector, and, although it often played
tricks-the" Billi " condenser had a habit
of " sticking " in hot, weather-it proved
itself a remarkable little instrument time
and again. Reception of F L in Montreal
was nothing unusual, and poor old Poldhu
-despite its asthmatic, low -toned note-
" came in " quite comfortably when the
ship had travelled as far as Alexandria,
some 3,200 and 2,500 miles respectively.

Directional Broadcasting.
I believe Mr. Blake has told readers of

" P.W." before that he keeps an old
crystal enshrined in a glass 'case at home.
With it he heard the .Armistice news in
1918, and since that date he has put it on
the retired list, there to rest in perpetual
honour, a living witness to the falsity of
the multi-valver's libellous remarks. All
honour to the crystal-and the crystal
gazer-so long as he doesn't overdo it !

I see that directional wireless for broad-
casting has been _predicted by Senatore
Marconi. He has come to the conclusion
that directional work in this sphere of Radio
is not only practicable, but likely to bring
about greate%; efficiency. In collaboration
with that mysterious person, Mr. C. S.
Franklin (whb may s.i.Kmetimes be seen
flitting about Marconi House like a home-
less sprite), 3vlarc i, recently transmitted
over a distance of 2;250 miles with a con-
siderable reduction in the energy usually
required to bridge such a distance.

Senatore Marconi believes that the success
of his recent experiments with directional
wireless will sooner or later develop to such
an extent that crystal users in this country
will be able to hear American broadcasting
direct, because practically all the energy
will be transmitted in one direction, thus
considerably intensifying signals in receivers
lying in the path of the transmitted beam.
The Neutrodyne Circuit. f- -

The Neutrodyne Receiver seems to be
gaining in popularity because of its selec-
tivity. On the sea coast, where Morse
jai-gmling is bad (there is no need to bring in
poor old Leafield), amateurs are using this
type of receiver in increasing numbers.

The usual Neutrodyne set-as most
favoured by American amateurs-consists
of two stages of H.F. amplification, making
a total of four or five valves. Only three
controls are used, two of which do prac-

tically all the work, while the third clarifies
and amplifies signals.

In a correctly made Neutrodyne you will
find no distortion or whistle, and one of its
most remarkable features is that, day after
day, signals will come in on the original
adjustments, so that the amateur can make
a chart of stations on various wave -lengths,
according to .-the readings of the pointers
on the dials of the three central knobs. Its
selective properties are equally remarkable,
and I can forsee an ever-growing public
for this type of receiver.

The H.B.'s and the L.B.'s.
The Highbrows and the Lowbrows are

at it`again. A glance at the correspondence
columns of " P.W." for the last few weeks
will convince the impartial observer that a

The artistie two -valve "super" the construction
of which &described in an article that appears in

this issue.

pitched battle has been in full swing between
the rival factions ; and if you could glance
at my waste -paper basket you would also
see that many a poor lawyer has missed
a brief for a libel action. Some time ago
" Ariel " confessed himself a Middlebrow.
Exactly what he meant is vague ; but it -
enables him to keep on friendly terms
with both sides, and he can shift his ground
as occasion demands.

And if you sift the B.B.C. programmes
you will find that the average musical level
is Middlebrow-that both the Highs and
the Lows have a fair share, with the result
that the week's average works out, about
" one up " for the Middlebrow.

You can't grumble at this-and if you
want to hays the whole argument put in a
nutshell, with, impartial reasoning, read
Captain Lewis's remarks on the subject
in his book, " Broadcasting from Within."

Mr. Percy Scholes recently remarked in
POPULAR WIRELESS that in a year or two's.
time the scoffer at -classical .music would

cease fire, because he is pretty sure to
acquire a liking for good music if he gives
himself half a chance.

There is a lot of truth in this, and I would
willingly put my money on Mr. Scholes.
But such a course of musical soaking can
be carried too far. It is quite conceivable
(though let us hope more than unlikely)
that broadcasting will ultimately change
public opinion with regard to " Highbrow '
music to such an extent that, in years to
come, instead of hearing a street organ
mutilate the atmosphere with ragtime, we
shall have a street organ repertory made up
,of Bach fugues and Beethoven symphonies
" arranged for barrel organs," while local
airs will indulge in Schumann's " Carnival "
(with variations on the steam whistle),
and gipsies will tell our fortunes to the
tune of a Liszt Hungarian Rhapsody.
Perish the thought! The very idea sent
me to the piano to play the Sonata
Pathetique, a la barrel organ. The result
Try it, and pray with me that the B.B.C.
don't over -educate their public -=with
regard to music, at any rate.
Ether Fishers.

In his recent Annual Presidential Address
to the Radio Society of Great Britain,
Vr. W. H. Eccles said that the purposes
of the society were, amongst other things,
to be the centre of amateur movements,
and that, although it had always been a
mystery to him how some people could see
anything in rearing rabbits and why
others took pleasure in fishing, he felt great
sympathy with the experimenter who
spends his time fishing in the ether with
a bait of ten watts.

It would be interesting to know the
opinion of the R.S.G.B.'s learned presi-
dent concerning the gentlemen who indulge
in unauthorised ether fishing, much to the
detriment of those peaceful souls who have
to put up with the mad wailings of the
canary fanciers. The B.B.C. " Black List,"
to which reference is made by " ArieI;" will
make interesting reading when it is brought
up to date, and the R.S.G.B. and the
Radio Association might well .agitate in
conjunction, in order that this ether piracy
might be stamped out once and for all.

000004. 00

USEFUL TIPS.

rr HE use of double reaction, as it is
termed, will not necessarily increase
your range or volume, and in practice

we have found that the only advantage
obtained by its use is selectivity. To obtain
double reaction in a circuit employing
intervalve reaction on to the anode coil, a
three -coil holder should be used, the A.T.I.
anode coil and reaction coil all being
coupled together.

The total inductance of several coils
connected in series is the sum of the separate
inductances, while if inductances are placed
in parallel with each other the total induct-
ance is found by dividing 1 by L L2

+ etc.

0 0 ' ss 0 4.
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Fig. 1. A dimensional photograph of the cabinet.

FOR many purposes, a two -valve receiv-
ing set is almost ideal, especially in
the present case, when it incorporates

-.a stage of tuned anode high -frequency
amplification, followed by a detector valve
with reaction on to the aerial. The recent
regulations permitting the use of such a
circuit is no justification for the improper
use of reaction, however, and the con-
structor should always be careful that its
use does not interfere with other listeners
in the vicinity.

Stock Components Only.
This set is economical and at the same

time easy to construct. Its finished appear-
ance, together with the necessary batteries
and telephones, is shown in Fig. 6, while the
principal components are illustrated separ-
ately in illustrated heading. Practically the
whole of the pieces can be built up from stock
parts, or, if preferred, the finished compo-
nents can be obtained and assembled in their
proper positions. In any event, the dimen-
sions given are appropriate to the average
components supplied by dealers in wireless
apparatus. The parts required are as follows :
Ebonite panel, 12+ in. by 10 in.
Two variable condensers, value 0005 mfd.,

with knobs, pointers, and dials.
One grid leak, 1 to 2 megohms, one grid

condenser, value 00025 mfd.
Two filament rheostats, with knobs and

pointers.

Two valve holders.
Two fixed coil holders

with bases, one
ditto, plain.

Ebonite strip for re-
action coil lever arm.
Quantity small brass
screws and terminals.
Materials for case : 4
ft. of in. thick timber

51 in. wide ; one
piece 10i in. wide,
121 in. long for base,
g in. thick.
The first step is to

prepare the ease illus-
trated in Fig. I.
This can readily be
made from four pieces
of good quality deal

) or pine, s in. in thick-
ness, which can simply
be cut to length and
nailed together at the

corners ; although a much neater job results
by mitring the corners and pinning them
together as if making a picture frame, subse-
quently filling the nail holes with stopping.

Care must be taken to keep the corners
square, and the sides upright. The base is a
rectangular piece of similar material, and
projects beyond the sides of the case, and
should be finished with a 4 round moulding
or a chamfer. The sides of the case are
attached to the bottom by gluing and by
thin countersunk screws passed through
from the underside of the base. When com-
pleted, all the pin heads should be punched
below the surface, and the holes stopped
with a little bees -wax, the case being stained
and varnished, or polished as desired.

The next proceeding is to prepare the
ebonite panel. This should measure 12+ in.
by 10 in., and may finish flush with the face
of the ease, to which it is secured by four
screws near the corners.

Mounting Filament Sockets.
The ebonite should be at least + in. in thick-

ness and of good quality, and is then marked
out and drilled for the various fittings. The
location of these are shown in Fig. 3, only the
centres for the condenser spindles and those
for the filament resistances being shown, as
the fixing screw holes should be placed ac-
cording to the particular pattern of condenser
or filament resistance to be used in the set.

Valve holders are preferable for the

Fig. 4. The parts composing the movable coil holder.

strudic
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By J. LAURENCE PA

Technical Editor of 11
" Wireless Encyelc

amateur constructor, as it is merely neces-
sary to put a little white paint on the bottom
of the pins projecting from the valve
holder, and to press them on the surface of
the ebonite panel, with the result that
the white marks will exactly indicate the
positions for the holes for the passage of
these pins. When drilled, the holders should
be fixed in their places by means of the nuts
provided, which
should have brass
washers placed be-
tween them and the
underside of the
panel. These nuts
should be tightened
up carefully and se-
curely, the lock nuts
screwed into place
on top of them, but
only finger -tight at
this. stage.

The filament re-
sistances are fixed
by two screws
passed through the
ebonite centre piece
into holes drilled
and tapped in the
panel.

F VALI,/ EHOL 4,ER De

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT

CONDENSER
SP/NLVE

/////./

12 '4"

The Variable Condense.
The condensers are made up from

standard parts with the usual fixed and
moving aluminium plates, there being 13
fixed plates and 12 moving plates in each
condenser. They are fixed by two screws
passed through from the top of the ebonite
panel into holes drilled and tapped in the
ebonite end plates of the condensers.

A standard
grid leak and
condenser a r e
secured in posi-
tion towards
one corner of
the panel, as
shown in Fig.
2, and into
them one of the
clips of the grid
leak is attach-
ed, one to the
terminal of the
condenser, and
the other end
of the grid Fig. 5. The moving coil holder for
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leak is supported on a small separate
angle clip.

Making the Coil Holder.
Seven terminals are then fitted for the

battery, telephone, aerial, and earth con-
nections respectively, and the two fixed
coil holders screwed in place, the appearance
of the underside of the panel at this stage

of the work being
shown in Fig. 2.

The next step
is to prepare
the moving coil
holder to receive
the reaction coil.

For this purpose
a strip of ebonite

in. wide, in.
thick, and 61 in.
long i s required,
as well as a plug-
in coil holder, an
ebonite knob, and
a few small screws.
These and other
parts are shown in
Fig. 4.

The reaction arm
is arianged to turn

:HOZ DER DE716 CTOR
FILAMENT
RREOSrAr

CONDENSER
SP/NOZE #ai es

j-4--

)2'44

oving coil holder for the reaction coil.

I0

Fig. 2,

about a pivot bear-
ing made from._ a hepow screwed rod
11 in. diam. and 4 in. long. A brass washer
is soldered to the centre of this screw,
as shown in Fig. 4, and two thin nuts
and a spring washer should be provided
to fit the screw thread.

A hole is then drilled in one end of the
arm, and the extremity of the ebonite
rounded off neatly. The other end is

drilled and
the ebon-
ite knob fit-

- ted to it
with a small
cereW passed
through t h e
arm. The
holder is then
attached t o
the top of the
arm with
two counter-
sunk brass
screws pass-
e d through
the arm, and

23rd, 1924.

into tapped holes
in the underside
of the holder. The
hollow pivot pin
is assembled in place
in the larger hole
in, the arm, and
the result, as shown

-In Fig. 5, is a neat
and effective form
of simple adjustable
lever arm, whereon
to mount the re-
action coil.

There would be no
objection to the use
of one of the nume-
rous commercial
patterns of movable
coil -holder in place
of the special type
described, but the
latter has the merit
of simplicity,, has proved practical in
use, and keeps the wiring practically all
beneath the panel. The coil -holder itself
can be made, if so desired, from a block
of ebonite sawn to the correct shape,
and neatly finished .by filing. The best
results are found when the holder and
the arm are matted by rubbing with a
mixture of emery powder and water. This
is worked with a linen pad and, if carefully
done, is very pleasing and workmanlike in
appearance. The socket and plug are
readily made from rod brass if a turning
lathe is available-they are made a push fit
into the holes drilled to receive them. It
is important that the small screws used for
fixing the socket and plug into the block
are long enough to reach well into the
brass, allowing for the thickness of the con-
necting wires that have to be turned under
the bead of the screw. This point should
be noticed if using a commercial pattern
of holder.

Another little practical point is to see
that the moving arm tunas_ truly on the
top of the panel, as if it is at all over
to one side, it will tend to bind at one part
of its movement and be slack at another.
The arm should be tested in place to
make sure that all is in order before
proceeding with the remainder of the work.

A Filament Resistance Test.

Notice also that the edges of the tubular
pivot pin are perfectly smooth and

9C9

Fig. 2. The components in position under the cruel.

slightly rounded off to act as a guide
for the wires and avoid any chance of
their chafing.

Before proceeding further, test the
filament resistances by connecting a
small dry battery and telephones across
in turn and see that the moving arm
makes contact over the whole length of
the resistance wire. It sometimes hap-
pens that the arm is not perfectly
adjusted and does not quite touch at
all points in its travel, and it will save
much trouble later to make sure of it
at this stage.

Testing Variable Condensers.
The condensers should also be ad-

justed and tested' in a similar manner to
be quite certain that there is no chance
of the moving plates touching the fixed
ones. This is easily done with a dry
battery and a pair of headphones.. One

' terminal of the dry battery is connected
to the fixed plates, and one terminal of
the telephones to the moving plates.

The other telephone terminal is con-
nected to the remaining terminal on
the battery. The moving plates are
then revolved slowly, and should any
of them touch there will be a decided
click in the 'phones. The faulty _plates
are then located and adjusted until
there is no response whatever in the
phones.

(To be concluded).

Fig. E. The complete receiver ready for use.
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RACTICAL IDEAS
or the AmATEuR.

MOUNTING COILS.

THE following ideas for mounting coils
may be found useful. For basket
coils the pins are screwed into a small

block of ebonite 1;1, x x I in., and on the
opposite side of the block four small holes
are drilled, one near each corner. Into these
holes are stuck four thin sticks of wood
(split cane is very suitable) ; the basket is
dropped in between these sticks, which are
then bound together with thin wire or
twine at the ends and in the middle through
the central hold of the basket coil. The
details can be seen  quite clearly in, the
diagram. This method is extremely simple,
yet -it is very efficient, and it allows the very
close coupling which is unobtainable by
other methods.

4/NOING

II vALvE
PINS

eLE VAR A!

Another method consists of taking a
thinner piece of ebonite, say 11 x 1 x / in.
and threaded holes made for the pins. A
strip of strong, flexible material is then
taken (I have been using empire cloth, but
something less elastic, such as thin fibre,
would be better), and cut to a length,
which exactly encircles the coil with the
piece of ebonite pressed against it, allowing.
for the ends to be double over the ebonite.

A Simple Method.
Holes are then made in the ends of this

strip to correspond with the . holes in the
ebonite and the pins put in place. If
the whole is now tightly bound with empire
cloth, it will be found that a very robust
coil will result.

In each of these methods connection may
be made to the pins either by soldering or
by means of a nut and washer put on the
pins before screwing them in the ebonite.

Incidentally, it might be -mentioned that
ordinary rubber solution, such as is found
in cycle repair outfits, is very useful for
securing the ends of tlw empire cloth
used in binding the coil

HONEYESPRO
COIL

a

EMPIRE CLOTH IONSIN6

- TIGHTNESS
ESSENTIAL

cOMPLETED COIL

A ONE -VALVE LOUD-
SPEAKER CIRCUIT.

THE
circuit shown in Fig. 1 is giving

excellent results_on a loud speaker,
and for long diStinces is remarkable.

LI is a basket coil, about 40 turns ;
L2 Should be about 30 turns ; Cl should
be not more than -0005, and mast have a
vernier ; C2 is not more than .0003 ; C3 is
-006 ; 04 .001 ; C5 -002. The values of
these condensers may vary a little accord-
ing to the make of transformer used. The
set works well using a Marconi D.E. 3 valve,
with about 60 volts on the plate. The
operation of this circuit is just the same
as a " straight " circuit, and will give
results 'equal to a valve and crystal reflex.

Surprising Results.
It can get all the B.B.C. stations easily,

5 W A and 5 S C are wonderfully loud.
The Radiola concert can be heard well,
and several amateurs can be heard on the
loud speaker. A few are : 6 P 5, 2 D Y,
5 V R, 5 H Y, 5 C B, 2 0 M. 6 I M is almost
as loud as 2 L 0 on the 'phones. 2 L 0
on the loud speaker is quite loud enough for
most people, and can be heard practically
all over the house.

Altogether the circuit is well worth a trial
by every amateur and those who use it will
be surprised by the results obtained.

ANOTHER MOUNTING
FOR BASKET COILS.

BASKET coils may be mounted in` a
neat and novel manner by using the
brass base of old electric lamps.

Procure one brass base for each coil to
be mounted, and clean all glass and com-
position (usually pink in colour) from the
interior, being careful not to break the
black wax in the base, nor the two contact
wires held therein.

Then cut all the top away, except about
half an inch, which is left as a flap for fixing
the coil. For cutting, which can easily
be done with a pair of scissors, see Fig. 1.
The resulting shape should be as in Fig: 2.

Next cut two slots to take the coil, as
shown in Fig. 3, and place the coil in the
slots, and bend the flap through the centre
(of the coil) to secure it. (See Fig. 4.)

I
COIL IN POSITION IN SLOTS -lir-

fi FLAP

170.3.

BRASS BASK ^ COnTACTS

F/G.¢.
fiNISHED COIL HOLDER

Lastly, join the wires from the coil to the
wires in the brass base, and the coil -bolder
is complete.-- A standard holder must be
fitted on the panel of the set, and the
different coils may then be plugged in as
desired.

This arrangement does away 'with
troublesome wiring -up of each coil inserted,
which is usually necessary in other methods
of mounting basket coils.
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SPECIAL OFFER FOR
LIMITED PERIOD.

We will send batteries ordered
direct by the public, carriage

-paid. You are thereby assured
of absolutely fresh supplies.

" PYRAMID H.T. BATTERY.
Owing to a secret method of construction

and the use of a special insulating compound,
the new " Pyramid " Battery has already

achieved a reputation fully warranted by

performance.

All local leakage is eliminated, and con-
sistent voltage is assured. Freedom from
" noises " is a noticeable feature.

15 -VOLT . .. 3/6
60 -VOLT .. 12/6
90 -VOLT . .. 16/6

FOR VALUE & SERVICE
42271:4,

"HICROSTAT"

2'9 Adjusts
filament
current by
compression

of carbon
powder.

FOR USE
WITH ANY
VALVE.

.4bsolutely free
from noise.

Wates Bros., LW.
12, 13 & 14, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 575-6. 'Grams: Zywateseng, Westcent.
Southern Depot (Wholesale) : 101.01d Christchurch Rd.,

Bournemouth. 'Phone: Bournemouth 3573.
Western Depot (Wholesale) : South Devon H0055,

Raleigh St., Plymouth.
Send for lists of other Wakes Specialities.

MANY TESTIMONIALS

have been received staling
what splendid results are being
obtained with this marvellous

little set.

BIJOUPHONE" CRYSTAL SET.

Far in advance of any set at anywhere near
its price. The delicate tuning renders it
surprisingly selective. Owing to an auxiliary
condenser the range extends from 250 to
700 metres.

VARIOMETER TUNING.
ENCLOSED DETECTOR.
GOLD CAT'S -WHISKER.

NICKEL -PLATED FITTINGS.

B.B.C.
Tax

1 '-
716

complete.

Satisfaction, or
Honey Returned

Stocked by All
Reputable Dealers

All our instruments are BRITISH MADE
throughput in our own factory-only the finest
:oste: oils are used in their manufacture.

,Lightness and comfort combined.

PHILLIPS'
HEADPHONES

Extend your range and hear all broadcasting stations
The Most Sensitive Phone on the Market. Aluminium Casings,
Fitted with Stall oy Diaphragms, Comfortable CrystallateEar
Pieces, Nickel Plated Spring Headband, with all Adjust-
ments. 4,000 Ohms Resistance, B.B.C. Stamped. Magnets are
of High Retentivity, Five Feet Leads, and Made by Ourselves

Extract from a testimonial dated Jan. 21st:
I have been specially recommended to /obtain a pair of, your headphones by a friend

who, like me, iv unfortunately very deaf, PER 4/and yours are the best she has been able to
G. L. D AI R

_ .1eMiTN GUARANTEE

Write for Catalogue.
Everything in Wireless.if POST FREE

11.C.Phi11i  se-SonsEd
WI RE LESS e «raV MANUFACTURERS

81,TURNMILL ST E ET. LON DON.E.C.I

One minute from Farringdon Street Station (Met. Sly.)

SOLDER and

IF WIRELESS WAS WIRELESS-
smommelso

Wireless is wire-fess ''so far -
IT WANTS" but wire is bound to play a

eider the receptive qualities
Lion. Some amateurs con -
part somewhere in the installs,

.before the appea. once of their
sets, but even reception is apt
to be marred by a hopeless
conglomeration of wires and
frayed insulation.
Set aside an evening of over-
hauling-make carefu. adjust-
ments-take each end of wire
in turn, and with solder and
a touch of FLUXITE join
them neatly into place. You
are bound to be satisfied with

the result of the few hours spent and he receptive qualities will attain higher semi.
tiveness in consequence. Soldering is FO simple when you use a touch of FLUXITE-
just the smallest touch does it.
ASK YOUR IRONMONGER OR HARDWARE DEALER TO SHOW YOU THE

NEAT LITTLE

3E431LAT-TaKIOLIE
SOLDERING SET

It is perfectly simple to use, and will
last for years in constant use. It
contains a special " small space "
Soldering Iron, with non -heating
metal handle, a pocket Blow -Lamp,
FLUXITE, Solder: etc.; and lull
instructions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d.. 1/4 & 2/8
Buy a tin to -day. For the tom kit of your car or

motor -cycle, or any solder-
ing iob- about the home.

FLUXITE LTD., 324, Bevington St., Bermondsey, England.
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0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 -

HOW 5 I T RELAYED" AMERICA.
Behind the scenes at the Birmingham station during the broadcasting

of a most enjoyable hoax.
0- 0- 0- 0 0 0 0 0

WITHOUT doubt the scene by which
the first British wireless panto-

' revue will be remembered is the
hoax by which 5 I T deceived its listeners.
It is not surprising that the spoof was so
successful, so much so, that there were no
fewer than over a
hundred telephone
calls the same night
congratulating and
thanking the station
for relaying the
American station
clearer and more
distinctly than ever
crystal set users had
heard it before.

How was it done ?
We who watched

held our breath with
amazement at each
moment of the de-
veloping hoax. Uncle
Joe had lectured
the on what
he wished them to do,
someone stood against
the microphone
switch. The dialogue
opened. Uncle Joe
stood by with baton
upraised. Just as the
first syllable of a
word was being ut-
tered, down came the baton swiftly, up
went the switch, and you heard that first
syllable of a word and nothing more. Then
there was a pause, and the announcer
warned you that America was coming
through, and that it was proposed to
relay it.

Home-made Atmospherics.
The switch went up again for a moment,

and then the orchestra commenced to play
softly. The switch was pulled down.
America was coming through, with the
strains of " Maryland " played by an
American band.

You heard the atmospherics like roaring
seas, and gigantic loads of coal dropped in
fathomless space, and sizzles and howls and
wails. But I saw Colin Gardner standing
before the microphone rubbing tissue paper
between his hands, I saw Uncle Edgar
breaking6 pieces of wood from a cigar box,
and I noticed Uncle Pip (Mr. H. C. Pearson,
the announcer) dropping lead shot on, a
kettledrum ; I also saw the engineer
fiddling with his tame oscillating valve
that is used for Morse practice. That was
America coming through, an America made
in Birmingham.

The " Rugby Station."
Uncle Edgar simulated the American

announcer, every nasality in its place, and
told you, " H A D proposed sending over
the ' Scouts March ' played by the Westing-
house Band."

And the band commenced again, and
Colin Gardner, Uncle Edgaro and the rest,

..behaved as before, while we others looked

0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0

on in sheer. amazement and wondered how
many would be deceived.

It was the last scene of a charade, and it
seemed to have been an extraordinarily
successful charade. Those happy two
hours behind the broadcast scenes were

The " relaying " at 5I T proceeds with a swing..

0- 0 0 0 0 .0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0

among the most absorbing that_ I have ever
had. hBut one felt at a loss to understand
what was happening in hundreds of homes '
as all these mixed noises, blended into one
volume, struck upon the ears of 5 I T's
listeners. - It was fun to see the broadcast,
but one would have liked also to have
listened the other end of the microphone
circuit as well.

Hurriedly an _`` in-Cr-0er " was instructed
how to ring the chimes, and as the infero-
phone switch was snapped down a sudden
silence came" into the place, and a red light
glowed on the board, popularly known as
Rugby station. The microphone circuit
was open ; how many thousands of ears
were on the alert ?

Effect Number One. .

Then the showman explained, `` the
stupendous production regardless of cost
that was`abOut to start." He instructed his
listeners to note the rise of the curtain, and
he commanded it To rise and industriously
swung a huge wooden rattle, so that you who
listened- the other. side of the microphone
may have heard that imaginary curtain
rise, though I, who watched in the studio,
saw none at all, but only Uncle Edgar
leaning over the microphone and whirling
his rattle. That, I think, was effect
Number One.

He showed himself a great stags manager
that evening. He showed much resource.
Once during the opening scenes Uncle
Jack, Mr. J. A. Cooper, the engineer -in
charge, signalled the cut out, and reported
that the microphone was picking up a
generator and hastily the magic sound
recording box was changed, and then the
switch was pulled down again and the
panto -revue rushed on to its fameagain.

H. S. C.
.0 0 0 0 0 0 00- 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0- 0 0 0 0

TECHNICAL ODDS AND ENDS.
Conducted by J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P.

,<>0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Automatic Wireless Alarm.
THERE are many ships at sea which

cannot maintain a wireless listener con-
stantly in attendance at the set. In

order that the S.O.S. signal shall give its
own alarm, however, a French inventor has
devised a special relay apparatus, which is
only actuated on the receipt of the well-
known " three shorts, three longs, three
shorts." This relay then operates a bell
or other alarm, by which the attention of
the wireless operator or other officer may
be attracted, No doubt other automatic
wireless alarm devices will follow, bat of
course it is comparatively easy to devise a
relay which will only be operated by one
particular and well-defined Morse signal.

Photographs to Mars;
It has been humorously suggested that

the attempts to communicate with Mars
by wireless should be supplemented by the
transmissions of wireless pictures accom-
panied by the corresponding sounds ; for
example. a picture of a cat would be ac-
companied by pussy's characteristic call -
sign. On the other hand, it has been argued
that even though the Martians may have
developed wireless apparatus, there is no
reason to suppose that they have used just
the apparatus of Dr. Belin or Mr. Jenkins.

0 0 0 .0- 0 0

The wireless transmission of " talking
pictures" to Mars, as an effort of imagi-
nation and optimism, leaves television
standing.

Saving Ebonite.
If you do much experimenting, you will

soon find that using a new sheet of
ebonite for each new panel lay -out comes
expensive. It is true you cannot remove
the holes which are present in discarded
panels, and plugging is a tedious operation,
not worth the trouble. The old panel is,
of course, as good as ever, except for the
holes-all in the wrong places. A reader
sends me a good tip in such cases.

Ebonite " Veneer:"
You merelnier4a_piece of very thin ebon-

ite sheet and Otaeh itTlike a veneer, to the
old panel, the sheet being secured by means
of screws or bolts. This is comparatively
inexpensive, gives the panel a new lease of
life, whilst it still has the original strength,
and provided none of the new drillings foul
the old ones, the whole is as good as a new
panel at a fraction of the cost. The process
can, of course, be repeated a nuMber of
times.

(Continued on page 9S8.)
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is infectious -- it echoes round
the room. A thousand people are
laughing at the good stuff broad-
casted ; others have their evenings
spoilt by bad headphones. Get
Fellows Headphones iivith your
Fellows Set and hear every word
clearly.

The " Lightweight " Headphones
weigh under 6 ozs., and are ex-
tremely. comfortable. With the
special spring adjustment the ear-
pieces may be moved into any
desired position or separated with-
out the use of adjusting nuts. This
fitting is specially designed not to
tear the hair. Wound to 4,000
ohms, they are very sensitive and
well made, with duralumin head
:bands, stalloy diaphragms, etc.

FELLOWS MAGNETO Co., Ltd.
-PAPJA: ROYAL, N.W.10. 'Phone: Willesden 1560

ALIO%
PRICE
1816

1

80, NEWINCTON CAUSEWAY, S.D.

. 18, KINCSLAND ROAD, E.
7 Phone : Hot, TS:,,,

SPECIALISTS IN PARTS FOR ALL CIRCUITS.
Advice free. New Catalogue free on application. Also trade list.

filturtirtalRaAdr 4^^140.410snTllot/IIPIINANAPINAillW11010416",44,

" GRIFTONE "
LOUD SPEAKER -

CLEAR AS A BELL!

Price

WONDERFUL VALUE

35/. Post
For Wall or Table Use.

Equal to Any at Double the Price.
Money returned if not satisfied within 7 day

The LAST WORD in TRANSFORMERS.
THE " GRIFFIN " UGLY

HEDGEHOG L.F. TRANSFORMER
Price 221 0 each.

Post Free.
Ratio 4'7 to r. Best silk covered wire used.

We continue to receive unsolicited testi-
monials from all over the country testifying
to its unequalled performance. We will
gladly send "on appro." 7 days against cash.

GUARANTEED MAXIMUM AMPLIFICATION.
MINIMUM DISTORTION.

GRIFFIN

READ THE OPINION OF EXPERTS
1 HE results obtained by the testing department of " Wireless

Weekly " provide eloquent testimony to the efficiency and
reliability of Pye's Wireless Products.
This short extract from the January 9th issue of the above mentioned
paper describes a typical performance of the Pye 4 valve Receiver.

" On trial, on a fair suburban aerial in London, it gate as fine
an exhibition of '-eat loud speaking, without distortion or  gramo-
phone effect,' as we have ever had the pleasure of listening to,
axing three valves and 200 volts on the power amplifier voice."

4 -VALVE
RECEIVING SET

Nave -length Range
300-3,400 metres.

This Set will operate
a Loud Speaker
efficiently front any
of the B.B.C. Sta-
tions. Reaction is
employed in the Tuned
Anode, and the
selectivity is such that
each station may be
tuned in at will. The
Set is rendered par-
ticularly silent by the
introduction of a
Telephone Choke, so
that no high tension
current passes through
the Loud Speaker. 4
Switch is provided
for the use of either
Headphones or Loud
Speaker at will.
The Set is arranged
for the use of Power
Values in the Low
Frequency Ampli-
tying- Circuits if
desired.
Price,

Instrument Gonly
(including all Royal -1 Send to -day for

ttest. Illustrated Lea lets

W. G. PYE & CO.,
GRANTA WORKS - -

Manufacturers of Physical and
Electrical Instruments.

- - CAM °RIDGE
FPS. to,
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'GUARANTEE.

%eat

0161 4t
NI NO°

71!so0ksesiss6siseet1643 C 6,0 ill osioee7,8

se.

and 

For valves of '25 amp. and
'8-1.1 volts.

No. 3 Cell - - 2f -
o (postage 6d.1

For valves of '06 amp.
2.5-3 volts.

No. 33 Battery -
(postage 9d.)

And for ALL dull emitter 
valves the

SEAL No. 43 -
Variable Battery

10161'5-6'0 Volts
(postage 1 -1

44001A 4,00*. Ornoso. i9 535* e't

Compaii (toithon)
timiteb,

FARRINGDON STATION ENTRANCE.

EVERYTHING
GUARANTEED

Davenport " Lightweight 'phones, stamped B.B.C.,
each pair fully guaranteed . pair 17/6

Adjustable 'phones, 4,000 ohms ... per pair, 11/- and 15,6
Coil Holders, for panel -mounting, lacquered finish;

2 -way, each 5/-; 3 -way, each
Filament Resistances, excellent smooth action; not

76
the rubbish usually sold at this price each 1/9

Nickel or Brass Switches (small), for panel -
mounting; S P.D.T.; each 1/3; D.P.D.T. each 21-

11...F. Transformers, ratio 51, tested and guaranteed
each 10'6

Potentiometers, 250 or 450 ohms each
Crystal Detectors, upright, enclosed in glass each

Do. Do. horizontal, enclosed each 1/6, 2/-,
Do. Do. Perikon, enclosed each 2/6,

Brass Red, screwed, 2 B.A. 21d., 4 B.A. 2d. per ft.
length.

Brass Nuts, 2 B.A. 21d,, 4, 5, 6, 8 B.A. 2d. per dozen.
H.F. Transformers, 330 to 450 metres

3

each 4;'9

4;89
Variometers, complete with knob and dial

each Ei9 and
Everything Else for the constructor, at the same rock bo'.1;-,o2,

prices, and all SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE.
We nave always in stock Igraine, R.I., Lissen, Sterile

Aoodhall, T.M.C., B.T.H.. Marconi-Osram, Cossor
tissvan, Mallard, Dabilier, Siemens,G.R.C.

Open

,,cormientvo.nents inAmnlion,,,,te. .'..'.'...._ ,...f.-
---,--------- 111,,,,

9.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturdays 1 p.m.

AT LAST!
FREE RE -CHARGING
AT HOME.
Every valve set user
knows the inconvenience

:LI of the periodical journey
to and from the charging
station and the expense
involved.

The Runbalten Radio Charger
charges up your
accumulator
trom any D.C.
lamp -holder
and keeps it " up
to scratch," and
does it quickly,
cleanly and
cheaply.

N.o cost is involved
when chargitig at
night, as the illumin-
ation is not affected.

Price 30f- THE RUNBAKEN MAGNETO Co., Ltd.
Write ;ortor teaftet. Derby Street, Cheetham, Manchester. Ez.

Guaranteed kliNCHERTER : dbn. Deansgate.
_-*LONDON ._ 142, Ot. Portland Street, W.1. -five years. LEEDS: 94, Albion Street l=LIVERPOOL: 16, Hardman Street.

EF-- If A.C. uses, write for BIRMINGHAM: 192, Corporation Street.= leaflet of A.G. Model. BRISTOL: 14, Colston Street.
GLASGOW : 367-369, St Vincent Street.

= AGENTS WANTED_ ii",`,11:4 TigelaBeruSnerleet
ft:iittmintittiiinitin1111111111111,1111111,11111111111111111111111111IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiii1111111111111111111111i7

ta \NAN

If rite for
post free Catalogue.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

The Real American `Bus -Bar:
"POPULAR WIRELESS," Feb. 2nd, says:-

"About the most useful wire to adopt is a
conauctor of square section, about 18 S.W.C.
tinned copper, but unfortunately it is rather
difficult to obtain in this country."

l'" tinned square copper
''' wiring rod is made in Eng-

--' land from the American
pattern, and- is mechanic -

SPARKS RADIO SUPPLIES I ally correct. Beware of
soft Imitations. 2 It. lengths, 3/. per dozen, postage 3d.
Nothing like it for wiring up panels-saves macaroni.

Send for list of other good things.
SPARKS RADIO SUPPLIES,
43, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.1.

D

5-
17
2/6

0

Telephone: Longhorn 2463.

The HERALD Loud Speaker Receiver,
for building a loud speaker in any
form. Adaptable to any horn or
gramophone,/ Instantly attached.
Adjustable diaphragm. Perfect
tone on speech and' music. As
illustrated but with 9

91-6 ft. cord. Price Ai

NEW CATALOGUE. Radiax Universal
Reeeitiers and complete range of Compo-

nents. 3d. Post Free.

RADIAX LTD
10, RADIO HOUSE, PERCY STREET,
TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1
a minutes from Tottenham Court Road or Goodge Street
Tube Stations. Illuseum 490.

A
RADIAX

AMOK
WE SATISFY YOU
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A Section Devoted to the Interests of the Younger Constructor.

A NEAT CRYSTAL
RECEIVING SET.

WITHOUT in any way wishing to dis-
courage the earliest attempts of
beginners, it is remarkable to

notice how many in taking up the simplest
form of wireless construction, spend a great
deal of time and money in making sets,
which at the best can only be described as
makeshift contrivances.

Inexpensive Receiver.
Following out the old adage, that well

begun is half done, the novice is recom-
mended to devote his energies to the
building up of sets, which as he advances in
the art of wireless work may be looked back
upon with some degree of satisfaction. The
man who begins by constructing slipshod

A------4
+

8A 4 -BA ---.4. A-
HI

1 -4- -t. 1

2'4' 1,1410i"..1
FIG. 1.

3'

I

1 __- _______---- 6#V-_;
I

4 BA 1

SY

1......_.
3# al....4--

PANEL
LAYOUT6'

sets generally carries imperfect methods of
working through all subsequent processes,
for it takes a long time to grow out of bad
working habits.

The main object in giving the following
details of a very simple set is to demonstrate
that for the same expenditure of time and
labour a really first-class little set can be built
which will give much better results than can
be hoped for from sets which are made up
from cigar -boxes, jam=jars, and other
equally adaptable household effects. The variometer ready for

mounting.

Showing the simple nature of the wiring.

The following components are readily
obtained from any wireless dealer, and

though low in price
are of quite com-
mendable quality :
1. Ebonite

panel (6" by
6" by i") 1

2. Variometer 3
3. Crystal de-

tector parts 0 9
4. Ivorine

scale and
tablets .."0"

5. Tenni nal A -

(four) - 0 6
6. Systoflex

and wire 0 3
7. Telephone

condenser 1 - 6-
8. Box and lid 6 .0

6

13 II.

Fig. 1 gives the
dimensions of the
panel and the posi-
tiOns of the various
holes which have to
be drilled to secure
the components. To
make the assemb-
ing of the set as

simple as possible,
the stator of the
variometer is
fixed to the panel
by means of the
stops for the
pointer, which
project through
the panel and
pass through holes
in the stator it-
self, small nuts

WIRING DIAGRAM.

being used to clamp the stator in position.
The spindle of the rotor passes through a
hole in the panel, the pointer being clamped
between two lock nuts on the spindle,
after which the knob is screwed home.

Wiring Up.
The ivorine scale over which the pointer

of the variometer works should be cemented
to the ebonite by means of a mixture of amyl -
acetate and celluloid, the latter forming a
very strong adhesive for the purpose, the
same method being used for the aerial,
earth, and telephone tablets.

Two screws fixed from beneath the panel
secure the two parts of the detector, and the
crystal may either be held in position by a
small set screw or
with the aid of
Woods' metal.

After the four
terminals have
been fixed in posi-
tion the set only
requires wiring
ready for use.

Fig. 2 shows the
wiring diagram,
the wiring being
carried out as fol-
lows. The free
end of the stator
is. connected by a
length of wire to
the crystal cup to
which- it is
soldered, after having been covered
with a suitable length of systoflex. A
further length of wire is then connected
between the crystal cup and the aerial ter-
minal with solder connections as before. A
piece of wire is now soldered to the cat's
whisker side of the detector, and joined to

(Continued on page o76.)

A view of the complete
receiver.

Soldering the variometer leads.
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sets generally carries imperfect methods of
working through all subsequent processes,
for it takes a long time to grow out of bad
working habits.

The main object in giving the following
details of a very simple set is to demonstrate
that for the same expenditure of time and
labour a really first-class little set can be built
which will give much better results than can
be hoped for from sets which are made up
from cigar -boxes, jam -jars, and other
equally adaptable household effects. The variometer ready for

mounting.

being used to clamp the stator in position.
The spindle of the rotor passes through a
bole in the panel, the pointer being clamped
between two lock nuts on the spindle,
after which the knob is screwed home.

Wiring Up.
The ivorine scale over which the pointer

of the variometer works should be cemented
to the ebonite by means of a mixture of amyl -
acetate and celluloid, the latter forming a
very strong adhesive for the purpose, the
same method being used for the aerial,
earth, and telephone tablets.

Two screws fixed from beneath the panel
secure the two parts of the detector, and the
crystal may either be held in position by a
small set screw or
with the aid of

Showing the simple nature of the wiring. Woods' metal.
The following components are readily After the four

obtained from any wireless dealer, and terminals have
though low in price been fixed in posi-

tion the set onlyare of quite com-
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tector parts 0 9
carried out as fol-

end of the stator
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scale and
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5. Terminals
(four) - 0 6

6. Systoflex
and wire 0 3

7. Telephone
condenser I 6-
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Fig. 1 gives the
dimensions of the
panel and the posi-
tions of the various
holes which have to
be drilled to secure
the components. To
make the assemb-
ing of the set as

simple as possible,
the stator of the
variometer is
fixed to the panel
by means of the
stops for the
pointer, which
project through
the pan el and
pass through holes
in the stator it-
self, small nuts
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ready for use.

Fig. 2 shows the

is connected by a
length of wire to
the crystal cup to
which it is
soldered, after having been covered
with a suitable length of systoflex. A
further length of wire is then connected
between the crystal cup and the aerial ter-
minal with solder connections as before. A
piece of wire is now soldered to the cat's
whisker side of the detector, and joined to

(Continued on page 976.)

A view of the complete
receiver.

Soldering the variometer leads.
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A NEAT CRYSTAL
R EC I- IVING SET.
Continued from page 975.)

one of the telephone terminals. The op- .
posite terminal of the telephone -is joined
by wire to the spindle contact plate of the
variometer. the same wire being continued

Adjusting the crystal detector.

to the earth terminal to which it is soldered.
Between the telephone terminals a *001,
mfd. fixed condenser is shunted.

To assist the novice in wiring up his set,
it may be mentioned that the circuit works
as follows. The signals from the aerial pass
to the free end of the variometer stator and
travel round the stator winding, the end of
which is connected to the rotor spindle to,.
which the knob is fixed.

Action of the Variometer.
To the same spindle one end of the rotor

winding is fixed, sa that the current is this
able to continue its course round the rotor
windings, the remaining . end of the rotor
winding being secured to the bottom spindle,.
which is connected directly to earth. The
relative position of the stator and rotor
vary the inductance, or in other words, tunes
the aerial circuit. The aerial being thus
tuned, the signals travel to the detector
through the wires previously Mentioned
where they are rectified, thus allowing the
telephone diaphragms to respond to the
signals.

Though the set is very simple it is con-
structed on correct theoretical principles,
and possesses distinct advantages over
those employing slider tuned coils, chiefly
because there is no " dead end " or capacity
effect.

The little instrument is well worthy of
the addition of a valve amplifier, should the
novice aspire to further experiments.

Tuning -In.
When tuning -in, the rotor of the vario-

- meter should be rotated very slowly, other-
wise, if the tuning is fairly sharp, you may
miss the required signals altogether. A great
many amateuls condemn their apparatus as

inefficient simply because they tune so
rapidly that they miss the signals they are
trying to receive.

The Tuning Buzzer.
Care must always be exercised in adjust-

ing the crystal, and it is a good plan to use
a buzzer as a testing signal, so as to show
when the most sensitive point is found.
The buzzer should be some distance from
the set.

0 O. 0- 0 0. 0 00.

A USEFUL TUNER
FOR CRYSTAL CIRCUITS.

`..V1 o .0' 0. 0 0 0 -0-

THE poor selectivity of some direct -
coupled crystal receivers is due
partly to the fact that the aerial

circuit only is tuned to the required
wave -length. In the tuner here described,
the closed circuit through the crystal and
telephones is also tuned, and undesired
frequencies c a n
be eliminated
without the loss
of signal strength
inevitable with
the use of " wave -
traps." In fact,
there is a slight
increase in signal
strength, due to a
"step-up" effect.
(Beginners
should note, how-
ever, that this
effect is not the
same as that of
" reaction in a
valve set, when a
portion of the
amplified energy is "fed back" to tl
aerial circuit.)

Eliminating Jamming.
Three basket coils are required, each

consisting of about forty turns of 24 D.C.C.
wire on a former 1 in. in diameter. It will
simplify mounting if these are wound on
'cardboard or fibre as shown in Fig. 1, a
piece about 3 in. long being left for use as a
"handle." A
stand is then
Made as in Fig. 2.

A saw - cut is
made -vertically
in the upright
piece of the stand,
and one of the
coils is fixed in this
slot with three or
four small pins.
Two drawing pins
will hold the other
coils as shown in
Fig. 3. An alter-
native form of mounting is shown in Fig. 4,
where one of tile coils (used as the middle
one) has a small projection as nearly opposite
 the handle as possible. This coil is then fixed
by a small brass screw or nail, as shown.

The beginning of the first coil is connected
to the aerial and the crystal detector. The
outside of the first coil is soldered to the
inside of the second, and the outside of the
second coil is soldered to the inside of the
third coil and also to the earth terminal.
The outside of the third coil is then taken
to one of the telephone terminals. The

EARTH

other telephone terminal is connected to the
detector and the circuit is complete. A
blocking condenser across the telephones is
optional, but with most makes of tele-
phones it is not only unnecesary, but un-
desirable, in a crystal set.

The two coils in the aerial circuit are
moved until the maximum strength is
obtained on the desired signals and the
third coil is then varied until the loudest
results are obtained. A final tuning with
the aerial coils will often improve strength.
If the station cannot be found with the
aerial coils, move the third coil a little and
try again, or short-circuit the third oil with
a piece of wire which can be removed for the
final tuning.

Fixing a name tablet on seat crystal receiving set.

Using a pair of 4,000 -ohm 'phones, which
are by no means super -sensitive, and
Hertzite crystal with this tuner on a standard
P.M.G. single -wire aerial, Birmingham at
forty miles and Manchester at thirty-five
miles are always " on tap," although
varying slightly with weather conditions ;
and the Morse signals that formerly spoilt
many transmissions from the foriner station
now cause no interference owing to the
addition --of the third coil.

5PAONG WASNf R.5

III I

111 1 IMT

PRING WA5,ER
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DGrid Leaks RUBILIE

Constructional Chats
By PHILLIP R. COURSEY, B.SC.

No. 5.

On the use of Grid Leaks.

Grid Leak resistances form an
essential part of many radio
receiving circuits using thermionic
valves. In particular a grid leak is
very commonly employed when the
valve is used as detector, the leak
resistance being connected either
across the condenser which is
inserted in the wire connecting to
the grid of the_ valve, or connected
directly between the grid and the
filament of the valve.

The function of this grid leak
resistance' is to provide a path
thrOtigh,which the electrons which
collect upon the grid of the valve
can leak 'away -back again to the
filament. - Hence it follows that the
value of This leak resistance is not
particularly important within corn-
paratiVely wide liniits. If the leak
has too low a resistance it will
impair the proper functioning of
the valve, while if it is too high the
use of reaction becomes difficult.
In many receivers the use of resist-
ances of higher value than the con-
ventional 2 megohms often leads to
slightly -iiinfif.r.Tirt.d results, and leaks
of 3 or 4 megohms resistance may
be tried with advantage.

The experimenter using very short
wavelengths is also specially recom-
mended to try values other than
the normal one, in particular in
these cases a lower resistance value
(of about r megqhm or slightly
less) 'often leads to improved results
and easier control of the receiver.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), Ltd.,
Dept. E.

Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, London, W.12.

Telephone :
Hammersmith a084.

Telegrams :
Hivoltcon, Phone, London.

tE.P.S. 50.]

WIRELESSVALVES
The

MULLARD ORA VALVE.
Among Bright Filament valves the
celebrated General Purpose ORA still
maintains its premier position..

It has proved its worth .to thousands
of delighted listeners in all parts of
the world.

It is equally successful as an. Oscilla-
tor, a Rectifier or an Amplifier, its
signals being remarkably strong and
clear. There is a Mullard Valve for
ever x Wireless Circuit, Transmitting
or Receiving, and there is alsii a
complete range of Valve Accessories
such as grid leaks, condensers, anode
resistances and valve holders.

Characteristic curves and operating
data for this valve will gladly be
sent on request.

Obtainable from
all Wireless and
Electrical Dealers.

The

ORA VALVE
Price 12/6

Mullard
AValve for Every Wireless

Advt. The Mallard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., BaMam, London, S.W.12.

E P 5.-102

.&>"&v -v..:.
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SINCE broadcasting began in earnest,
and the knights of the pen became
aware of radio as a real factor in the

equation of society, there has been a mild
epidemic of prophecy. Gentlemen whose
acquaintance with radio began, and thus
far persists, with the use of a crystal set
have laid themselves out to dream on paper
the radio future of the world. Good eggs !
As Shakespeare said on the "first night"
of " Hamlet."
Bert Smallpot Hears a Bang.

But the one man-as Mr. Kipling has
apparently, gone out of the .story trade, to
the world's discomfiture-who could give
us an intimate glimpse of the future of
radio -and I refer to Mr. Wells-has not,
up to the present, obliged. I suppose he is
too tickled about this Labour Government.

So, if Mr. Wells 'will forgive me, I will try
to jog his facile pen by placing upon a
record a feeble imitation of what he could
give us if ho would only be the Wells of
yesteryear. Here goes ! I will try to
inject some concentrated Wellsine into it.

THE WAR OF THE WAVES.
" Desh it." said Bert Smallpot, " them

bloomin' ships at it again, jest as I got the
music. Always at it. Dah, dah, dah.
Carn't stop a miunit ! " He protruded a
large, pink, almost prehensile tongue, and
again tried to get a vernier adjustment on
his slider. " Desh it," he said an hour
later. " The crystal's dropped off again--"

You figure him, a medium-sized dog -
doctor's clerk, boasting a large -sized chest
measurement and a small -sized nose ; the
possessor of two suits (Burzon's 47/6) and a
" woollie," the pride of his office life and
the curse of his landlady. Girls had once
claimed his gloaming hours ; now he spent
all his leisure with head -telephones clamped
to his ears ; in fact, he was a male telephone
girl in spats and hairy undervest. A child
of 1924 !

Bert Smallpot Sees a Few Things.
" Les go and buy a Clippit Crystal Cup,

eh ? Like Fleming uses," said Mr. Smallpot
to the ether, which did not reply. " Can't
think why 2 .L 0's so weak ternight. Desh
it, I'll have ter 'op it, it's 9.15. These Dora
relics ! "

Bert Smallpot stepped into the street.
Aeolus was " at it ' again. His trousers
were flattened against his pipe -stem shanks
as he faced the wind. Wheou-u-u

Bang ! The tile did not so much strike
him as bash him. The ambulance came up
in record time. Sleep, age -long sleep, fell
upon the child of 1924, and Vert Smallpot
did not say it nay.

1984. An old man, wearing spats,
tottered down the steps of the British
Museum. " Gaw ! " he said, as a man on a
motor -cycle whizzed through the air and
alighted on a moving-an ever-moving-
pavement. " Te'ble accident," he muttered.
"Man fall'n off bicycle." The man lit a
cigarette and made off on the moving pave-
ment at 60 miles an hour. Old Bert kept

to the safe road, which was empty. " Gaw-
airyplanes." said Bert. The sky was full
of noise and lady typists speeding home to
Salisbury Plain, where London then lived.
"'Ere, guv'nor, where's the bus for Clap-
ham ? " asked Bert of a man in a peaked
cap, dimly reminiscent of the 1924 police-
man. " Up there." said the official. " Two
seconds late because of the jam in the
traffic over Dover." " Wha-a-a ! " said
Bert. Better step in here," said the
official, " and see the news. Next 'bus
flies at 7.0 sharp. Fare, five -tenths."
" Five -tenths of wot ? " demanded old Bert,
in his best official style. " Of a decimo, of
course," replied the official. " I've only
eightpence," said Bert, " and it's fourpence
to Clapham." " Great blowouts ! Wot's
atepence ? You need a course of wave -

The clock at the Greenwich Observatory which is
used for broadcasting the time signal via 2 L 0.

massage ! " said the unfeeling child of 1984,
waving aside a hurrying private plane for
Warsaw.

Bert Smallpot Sees Some More.
" Wot ? " asked -the man in the one-piece

brown felt suit. " 'Eld hup by Harabs ?
Well, why don't yer fizzle hup their mag-
lidos ? Wot ? Left yer wave-focusser at
Haden ? Well, if that ain't like yer.
Aw-right. Keep 'em orf till I kin get the
Flying Bike Brigade at Cairo. Them young
beggars e'd do with a job narn then." The
speaker put something into his hip pocket
and hurried towards Old Bert.

" Jeer that ? " he asked. " My boy goes
orf with ?is squad of Hair Scahts ter study
hair -currents hin Harabia, and gits nobbled
by them niggers. Now I've got to yell at
Cairo and git 'em to flip a few machines
across to git them kids clear. 'Arold is
allwis in these bothers. 'Sense me, mister,
I want that can -booth wot yore 'oldin' hup."
Bert did not so much move as flit aside.
He did not approve of gentlemen who talked

to Arabia from Museum' Street, London.
He peered through the glass partition and
watched the anxious father. " Cairo !
Craw ! That's in Egypt. 'E carn't,'e simply
carn't " He licked dry lips.

The man put a disc of oxidised metal (one
decimo) into a slot and pulled a knob. Things
happened. A little door flew open, re-
vealing a telephone mouthpiece. A flap
fell down on hinges, and in its place, behold,
a window a foot square! Bert caught a
glimpse through that window and squealed
with fright. " Oo ! Like looking into
miles and miles of nothing with no bottom
to it ! "

Bert Smallpot Witnesses Tragedy.
Suddenly the window darkened and then

became light again, but with a queer
radiance like that of electric spark.
dotted all over. The chits grew in size.
Flying bicycles ! Desert ! Brown hills !
A confused group of somethings on the
ground in the middle distance. Puffs of
smoke shot up from the hills. The dots
formed into a Solid phalanx, then moved as
one, slowly-horribly slowly-towards the
puffs of smoke. " There's the Harabs.
I've seen the like- before. Only it was
Hafrica that time," said the father.

Occasionally the picture became dis-
torted, and then the anxious father would
twiddle a knob like focussing a camera.

The dots stood still over a brown hill.
What was happening ? A flash occurred
amongst the dots and something blazing
fell from them. " Golly," said the father,
" them iiiggers have got a P -ray ! Drat
thein Germain ! "

The dots closed up. " Now watch ! "
whispered Bert's companion. First, the
puffs of smoke stopped. Then a white river
flowed down the hill. Men ! In white,
loose clothes ! " Eh f They've tickled 'em
up ! " The father danced up and down.

" Well, I'm 'Engei" !"
" Gaw ! What is it ? gasped Bert.
"Burnt all their metal things up. Even

their brace -buttons, if they 'ave 'ern ! "
The dots swooped down. Stopped. The
confused mass of somethings moved towards
them.

" Done to a turn ! They'll round 'em up
and stick 'em on irrigation work at Metini.
C'm on, matey, my boy'll be 'ere in time
for tea. What's yours ?

" Was-was that picture real ? 1' Bert
stammered.

" Sure thing ! And my boy's snooped ti;
clear five thousand for. himself out o' thiS.
Look ! There's another o' those darn
Greek revolutions. Sick of 'em. On
show 'em in the summer, because mo,
people are abroad then."

" Well, I'm 'enged," said Bert. "-'0
did it all come about ? Those crystal
ceivers-perhaps--- I dunno-I'm tir
-but, I'm 'enged ! All ere on a tine
while it happened. Wish I wasn't so of .

Stuck in that glarss -ease all them years !
Gaw ! "
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VERTEX AERIAL
Patent applied for. Registered design.

Remember, the
the efficiency of

A SUPER EFFICIENT AERIAL
FOR EVERY WIRELESS SET.

Will give maximum results in town or country.

INCREASES RANGE, enabling wireless tele-
phony to be received that was previously
too distant.

INCREASES VOLUME, making recep-
tion much louder and clearer.

INCREASES SELECTIVITY. enabling
other stations than that required to be
tuned out and thus avoid interference.

NON - DIRECTIONAL, enabling
broadcasting to be received from
all directions.

OVERCOMES DEAD SPOTS.
Wireless reception can al-
ways be received when a
" Vertex Aerial is installed.

results of your reception depend primarily on
your aerial and if you want it loud, clear and

pure, install a " Vertex."
PRICE £3 : 15 : 0

Can be purchased from wireless dealers or from the Patentees & Manufacturers
WIRELESS APPARATUS LTD., 62, Haymarket, London, S.W.1.

Telegrams: Richarfone, Piccy, London.- Telephone: 5688 Regent.Trade Inquiries InsritedL.

THE INVENTION OF THE AGE.

THE "CRYSTELLA."
A complete Wireless Receiving Set
combined with high quality phones
and adapted for adding additional

phones if required.

NOTHING
MORE TO

BUY.

JUST
CONNECT TO
AERIAL AND
EARTH AND

TUNE IN.

PRICE 50/ PLUS 1 (1- B.B.C.
TAX.

Cara be obtained Wont all Retailers, or
DIRECT AND POST FREE FROM

M. E. L. LTD. (DEPT. "P.W."),
45-47, KINGS RD., CAMDEN TOWN, LONDON, N.W.1

WONDERFUL

Hello ! !

AMERICA
If you wish to hear
America calling use the

celebrated

KEEBLE
ADJUSTABLE
PHONES 4,000 ohms

VALUE

12/6
PER PAIR

Lightweight 10 ins.
THOUSANDSTHOUSANDS IN USE AND GIVING ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

PRICE 12 6 and enclose sixpence extra for
PER PAIR postage anywhere in U.K.

AS RETAILED AT 25;- PER PAIR.
Every headphone is guaranteed and money refunded if not satisfied,

within 7 days. Hundreds of testimonials already received.
Over 10,000 Satisfied Customers. A REAL PROOF of Value.
DULL EMITTER VALVES, 1'8 Filament volt, 12 /6
14-80 Plate Voltage. Consumption 25 amp.

SOLD FROM STOCK. TRADE SUPPLIED.

APPLY A. J. KEEBLE (Dept. P. W.)
94-96, Stoke Newington Rd., London, N.16.

Telephone No. Dalston 3856.

-DORCO MAGIC II
(Improved Design.)

A Two - Valve Set which receives all
British Stations & American Broadcasting
BRITISH manufacture THROUGHOUT

PRICE

£3 5s.
(Plus Taxes 15-)

Carriage paid
British Isles

The DORCO MAGIC Two -Valve Set has one High Fre-
quency and One Detector Valve and employs Tuned Anode
Reaction. Valves are enclosed in the handsome cabinet.
Easy to operate, no special skill required. Operates a loud
speaker within reasonable distance of any B.B.C. Station.

NOTE. Our first advertisement appeared last week
and created a great demand. Deliveries 3 days after
receipt of orders, which arc dealt within strict rotation.

Telephone : tole Distributors :
A3gAe WELLER & GIBSON, Ltd.

.31, King St., Tower Hill, London, E.I.
Foot of Minories, three minutes' from Mark Lane Station:

7 rade
Enquiries

nvited.
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'66 PARAGON"
Is more than a name, it -is recognised
STANDARD of PERFECT EBONITE Quality.

125/ increased machining speed without chipping or
another exclusive feature of

RAGON RADIO QUALITY EBONITE. TRY IT !

.09
,tec

The tia-GRAVINg PROCESS
of PANEL MARKING. Neater, cleaner,
cheaper than any other known method.
Series 1. 63 words and letterings for wireless. 1 D.
Series 2. 12 -circle 0-180 1 -circle 0-10; Full

Pm/2

circle 0-106 and 4 valve templates. Postage] Id, extra,

STOP U
THAT S

HOWLING E

ANTI -CAPACITY
EBONITE
S LEEVING.

4d. per yard

YOU do not need any books, nor a stunt circuit for
every day of the week.

THE SIMPLEX RADIO CHART
with its high -frequency circuit, as used by 95% of the professional
Radio manufacturers of the world, gives you a detail list of all material
required, a wiring key which eliminates all possibility of errors even
by the most inexperienced, and a book full of all necessary instructions
and advice. 2 valves, 3 valves, or 4 valves, 1/- each. Postage 1 Id. extra.

PETER CURTIS, LTD., 34,L=TOIFJE4,DIST.,

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS
The finest Value ever offered in Wireless

Experimenter's set
comprising: -

1 piece of tested
Hertzite Crystal.

1 9 ct. Gold
Cat -Whisker.

1 Solid Silver
1 Copper Alloy 
1 Germaine

Alloy

1 Brass

1 Piece of " HERTZITE" CRYSTAL
and ExPerimentcr's set of f/sc

CAT -WHISKERS, viz.
1..9 CT. GOLD. Price
1..SOLID SILVER

9d.1..COPPER ALLOY
1-GERMAINE ALLOY
1.. BRASS Per set
Answer for yourself the question,
which is the best metal for Cat -
Whiskers ?

From all Wireless
shops or front our
Agents:-

PAYNE &
HORNSBY,

6, St. Andrew's
Bldgs., Gallowgate,
Newcastle -on -Tyne.

H. RUSCOE & CO.,
406 Aston Old Rd.,

TRADE SUPPLIED. Openshaw Man -

PRICE 9d.
Postage Ind. c.11)a.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO CO.
391, St. John Street,

Clerkenwell, London, E.C.1.
Telephone : Clerkenwell 7634.

cheater.

HUNTER & CO.,

1,
Exchequers

Aberdeen.
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ASTOUNDING VALUE
The SCOUT Crystal Set.

This Set ts fitted with our well.
known ' 'SENSITONE ' Crystal, and
is ready for use, only requiring a
pair of Headphones and connecting to
Aerial and Earth
Guarantees Tested. Send now to

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES
8 &126, Newington Causeway, 4.E.1,

7e, St. George's Circus. S.E.1.
16. Manette Street, Charing Cross

Road, W

AT LAST we have succeeded In
producing a foolproof, perfect Crys-
tal Set, and, to advertise it, we
are disposing, for the first few weeks.
at the phenomenal figure of:

519 each, postage and
packing 6d. extra.

EVERYONE MUST HAVE ONE
of these Sets, as they are portable
and ideal for taking with you on
your holidays It is not a toy, but,
owing to the simple adiustment_can
be given to the children, instead of
allowing them to use a more expen
sive set. It is simple for mother to
handle; its simplicity will appeal to
old and young alike. You yourself
will want one as a reliable stand-by
at home.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

`TURRET'
Unbreakable Columbian

Pine Masts.
By Naval Experts. 700 in use.

REDUCED PRICES.
27 ft. Turret Two 3716
28 ft. Turret Mast complete 53/6
36 ft. Mast in 3 sections 71/6
42 ft.Telescopic Top Section 7916
45 ft. Super Telescopic Top .84/6
55 ft. Telescopic Top Pole, £5/1916
58 ft. Super, hoisted as 35 ft.

All improvements £61916
Turret Poles, 13 ft 5/9

, 16 ft 7/9
28 'it. with 2 pairs clamps 17/9
42 ft. with 4 pairs steel clamps 29/8

SIMPSON & BLYTHE.
8.9. Sherwood Street,

Piccadilly. W.I.
'Phone 2650 GERRARD.

TAGS AND TERMINALS OF
ALL KINDS.

Send P.O. for is. 6d., and we will send you
a useful assortment with illustrated sheets.

ROSS COURTNEY & Co., Ltd.,
ASHBROOK ROAD, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.19.

" L1KAY" WIRELESS CO.
159-225-227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2
BRITAIN'S LARGEST WIRELESS STORES
Everything from a Nut to a 10 -Valve Set at

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
f CENTRAL 8544, RETAIL.Send Stamp for Latest List. telegraMs{ AVALYOZYN Telephone{ BI lPSGATE 2313 Wholesale.

PIONEERS -OF CHEAP PRICES - DON'T PAY MORE

xv
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The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less thati ten days after receipt of same. An asterisk.

denotes aMiation to the Radio Society of Great Britain.

City of Belfast Y.M.C.A. Radio Club.
A new' club has been formed in Belfast in

connection with the City Y.M.C.A.. A club-
room has been provided by this association, and
a set is being constructed.

Hon. sec., J. Forsythe, Coolattin, Balmoral,
Belfast.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.
At a meeting of the above club held at Shaftes-

bury Hall, Bowes Park, N., on January 23rd, a
lecture on Valves and their Characteristics
was delivered by Mr. W. J. Jones, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E., of the Cossor Valve Company. The
lecture, which was illustrated by some very fine
slides, dealt with the manufacture of various
kinds of valves, including some of the latest low -
temperature varieties.

Hon. sec., H. A. Green, 100. Pellatt Grove,
Wood Green, N.22.

Sydienhim and Forest Hill Radio Society.*
The secretary of the above society

'has _received several complaints
lately of experimenters (in the
Crystal Palace district) oscillating
and causing inconvenience to their
neighbours. The vice-president of
the society is now giving this matter
his attention, with his direction.
finding apparatus. Several offenders
have been. located and cautioned.

Hon. sec., M. E. Hampshire, 139,
Sydenham Road, S.E. 26.

Tottenham Wireless Society,
On Wednesday, January 23rd, in

Mr. Vickery's absence, the secretary
dealt with portions of the lecture
that Mr. Vickery had prepared on
Telegraphy and Telephony. Mr.
Grimshaw followed with a talk on
" The Ideal Set " from an experi-
menters' point of view.

Hon. see., S. J. Clyde, 137, Win-
chelsea Road, Bruce Grove, Totten-
ham, N.17.

On January 29th Mr. Cole lectured on
" Electro Magnetic Rae.."

Wireless and Experimental Association.
The annual drone: of this association took

place at Odonc's Restaurant, 152, Victoria
Street, S.W.1, on Saturday, January 26th. The
Press was well =represented, and Mr. Bishop of
the B.B.C. attended in the place of Capt.
Eckersley, who was in the doctor's hands.

Hon. sec,, Geo. Sutton, 18, Mefferd Road,
S.E.22.

from the hon see:, P, Haws, 101, Southchurch
Avenue, Southend-on-Sea.

The Southampton and District Radio Society.*
On Thursday evening, January 24th, Mr. Bate-

man lectured on dual amplification.
Hon. sec., Mr. P. Sawyer, 55, Waterloo Road,

Southampton.

Stoke on Trent Wireless and Experimental
Society.*

An interesting lecture was given at the meet-
ing of the above society on Thursday, January
31st, by one of the members, Mr. T. R.
Clarke. The title of his paper was " Construc-
tional Hints." Hon. sec., F. J. Goodson, B.Sc.,
Tontine &Marc, Hanley.
The Fulham and Putney Radio Society.*

A meeting was held at Fulham House on
Feb. let, Sir. Scanlon in the chair, who gave a
shdrt lecture on the Flewelling circuit.

Hon. see., B. L. Houston, Esq., 125, Bur-
lingham Road, S.W 6.

Aerial activity at Manchester. Erecting the new aerial at 2 Z

The Clapham Park Wireless and Scientific
Society.

The programme of forthcoming events so far
arranged is :-

February 27th, Testing Night. March 5th,
Mr. J. G. Hurst, " Wave Motion." March 12th,
Mr. F. L. Hogg,, " Long -Distance Ailinsmis-
sion." March 19th, Dr.' B. Hodgson, of Mullard
Valve Co. March 26th, Testing Night.

Hon. sec., H. C. Exell, B.Sc., A.I.C., 41,
Cautley Avenue, S.W.4.

The Southend and District Radio Society.*
On Saturday, April 12th, at 2 p.m., at The

Boys' High School, Southend-on-Sea, the
Sodthend and District Radio Society will hold
an exhibition and demonstration of wireless.

`"tutries are invited. Forms can be obtaiffed

CataloOue

gives explicit details for the manipulation of
'tlese receivers, and also much other interest-
ing information -for the amateur. The sets
are attractive in appearance and are
mounted in sloping cabinets. They may be
obtained with or without accessories.

Undoubtedly experimenters will be glad
to learn that the Myers  valves, which
have gained so much popularity in Canada
and the States, can now be obtained in
England,. and are sold by Cunningham &
Morrison, of 49, Warwick Road, Earl's COurt,
S.\V.5. There are two distinct types, one
requiring 22 volts on the filament, taking .25
of an amp., and another requiring six volts

The Myers Valve.

for the filament and taking the same current.
We have been handed one of each type
to test, and have found them very satis-
factory. They are practically unbreakable,
and an occasional fall to the floor will not
harm them. In design they are somewhat
similar to the V 24, four special clips being
necessary to mount them on the panel.

*

From experiments conducted, the London
Scientific Supply Co. have decided that

carbon tetrachloride, commonly
known as Carbona, is by far the
best crystal reviver. Owing to
the fact -that the, ordinary druggists
do not stock it, the London Scien-
tific Supply Co., of 55-56, Chan-
cery Lane, London, have taken it
up, and bottles may be obtained
from 6d., from the above address.

*

The " Claristal " crystal set,
manufactured by Ward & Gold-

. stone, Ltd., Frederick Road, Man:
chester, is sold for only 6S. 6d.,
plus a B.B.C. tax of Is: We have
tested this receiver and have ob-
tained good results up to a dis-
tance of about  25 miles from a
broadcasting station. Their special

Y. "Sonyte" super -crystal is supplied
with the set, or separate pieces

may be obtained for is. 6d.
* * *

Bo*, Reviews
More accurate curves and complete data

describing the " One Volt Ora " and the
is given in lists Nos. V.R.7 and M.W.4,
des

Mullard Wecovalve," which we have
received from the Mullard Radio Vahve Co.,
Ltd. Both these valves, we note, are priced
at 30s. each.

We note with interest that Bertram Day
& Co., Ltd., advertising service agents,
have -for the second time within three years
outgrown their office accommodation and
have now removed to No. 1, Charing Cross.

* - * *

A. J. Stevens & Co., who for many years
have been known as the manufacturers of
the famous A.J.S. motor -cycles, have now
branched out into wireless and can supply
some very efficient two, three, or four -valve
receivers. An interesting little booklet may
be obtained from. this firm ,for 6d., which

* *

Malone & Co. have forwarded to " P.W."
a copy of their Advance List of Radio
Essentials and Novelties. Among other
cheap apparatus included in the list is a
variometer for 2s. I ld., a crystal set
at 6s. lid., and many other interesting
accessories, etc.

* *

We have tested and found extremely
satisfactory a Willesford patent " multi -
pointed " cat's -whisker. These may be
obtained from the London depot of the
above firm at 20, Buckingham Street,
Strand.
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Special broadcasting arrangements are to be made
in connection with the official opening of theiWembley
Exhibition, and it is stated in the daily Press that
there is a good chance of the King's speech being
broadcast when he officially opens the exhibition.
Everyone who owns a set sincerely hopes that this
possibility will materialise and that listeners -in will
be allowed the opportunity of hearing the King's
speech. Wembley is likely to prove the greatest
commercial boost this country has ever known, and
the wireless trade should reap considerable benefit.
But it is to be hoped that if loud -speaker demon-
strations are arranged that very special care will be
taken to see that quality is not sacrificed to mere
spectacular display. There have been so many bad
loud demonstrations that a large section of the public
has never had a real opportunity of judging what
excellent effects can be obtained when the problem
of giving a loud -speaker demonstration is tackled
by experts. A bad demonstration at Wembley will
do wireless more harm than good.

THE EDITOR.

The Editor desires to direct thndten-
tion of his readers to the fact that, as
much of the information given in the
columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent
developments in the Radio world, some of
the arrangements and specialities de-
scribed may be the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and trader would
he well advised to obtain perniission of
the patentees to use the patents before.
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.

The Editor will be very pleased to
recommend readers of POPULAR WIRELESS
who have any inventions to patent, or who
desire advice on patent questions, to our
patent agent. Letters dealing with
patent questions, if sent to the Editor,
will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help
will be afforded to readers.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Readers are please requested to note that

not more than three queries can be answered
in one letter addressed to the Technical
Queries Department. Owing to the extraor-
dinarily heavy pressure on this department,
readers are requested only to send in
questions which they find they cannot
possibly solve for themselves. On no
account will more than three questions be
answered in one letter, and telephone calls
and personal calls at this office cannot be
dealt with, owing to pressure of work on
the technical staff.

A stamped and addressed envelope must
accompany all queries. A copy of the
questions asked should be kept by the
sender, as it is not possible to reproduce
the original query when replying. Number
your queries 1, 2 and 3, and answers will
be given to each item.

UESTIONS

ANSWERS

E. S. M. (Settle;.-fhave in my possession
two variable condensers, .0005 . mfd. and
.0092 mfd., a set of basket coils, a 5: 1 ratio
L.F. transformer, several H.F. tran4ormers,
valve, 'phones, batteries, eto. What circuit can
I use to employ all this apparatus ? Can I use a
reflex circuit with a Crystal detector ?

This dual circuit employs all the apparatu, yet
mention with the usual additions. The small variabh
condenser should be placed across the prima* of t
H.F. transformer, while a fixed orie of about -001. i.
connected across the primary of the L.F. transformer
When wiring up this circuit, great care must be takes
with the spacing of the wiring, which is a somewha
important factor.

-* *

E. J. (Manchester).--L-I note that several
writers use the expression " straight-line con-
densers." I have asked several dealers in this
town, ansl none seems to kiniliw the manufac-
turer of that particular type. Is it a trade
name ?

The term " straight-line condenser " refers to a
condenSer so, made that its chart, or the chart of its
capacity, will form A straight line, instead of the

curve that the regulation condensers make. They arc
also known as precision condensers and are made by
several of the leading firms. A condenser giving
straight-line chartings is preferred in instances where
direct readings are to be taken from dial settings; as
less allowance for error has to be made, and there is a
steady increase over the entire range, instead of a
rapid rise over the first part, with a corresponding

(Continued on page 984.)

"ARIEL " INTRODUCES AN EXCITING ELEMENT TO 2 L O's STUDIO.
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-TESTIMONIALS BY EVERY POST -

The World Cheers a Winner!!!
WHY WE WON -

BECAUSE OUR PATENT

ANTI -CAPACITY VALVE SOCKET
IS AN ABSOLUTE NECESSITY

to those who wish to listen to , long-distance stations
in comfort, as hundreds of amateurs are now doing
with the aid of the " OMEGA" ANTI -CAPACITY
HOLDER. So why not increase the pleasure you get
from your set by doing away with those two Wireless
" Nightmares "-Self Capacity and Leakage. No soldering
or nuts necessary. Forms its own drilling template. Can
be fixed on front or back of panel by a child. Contact to
valve pins perfect, and there is no danger of burning out
your valve while it is being inserted. The leads are left
long enough to be carried direct to their respective
connections.

NOTE. --Owing to increased output we
are now able to reduce our price to I 9

EFFICIENCY! ECONOMY!
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE

" OMEGA " ANTI -CAPACITY SOCKETPrice 1/9
or Post Free 111 from the

RADIO REFINEMENT CO.
62a, CROWNHILL ROAD, HARLESDEN,
LONDON, 11.W.1.0. [Tel. Willesden, 885
Immediate Proceedings will be taken against any Infringement of
Pat. No. 323,24. our Patent Rights.

ELECTRADIX RADIO GEMS
Townsend and Valve Wavemeters, Midget Alternators, TapeRecorders, Transmitting Gear Amplifiers, 10.- Valve Cabinets,Remote Control Panels.

ALTERNATORS. 200 Watt Midget Alternators, Newton 52A. -The
most perfectly made little generator used on aircraft gives 500 cycle 10 volts 20,
amps., weight 7i lb., in aluminium cover. The generator of unlimited possibili-
ties belt or motor driven. The machines are unused and fully guaranteed With
quite a small transformer, any H.T. voltage from 500 up to 3,000 volts may be
obtained, smoothed and rectified for plate H.T. The wonderful little machines
cost £30, and are given away .at 70/- each. Technical Depts.-and Colleges all
over the world have sent us orders for these and stock is rapidly going and cannot
be replaced. £3 105., cash with order..
MORSE RECORDING OP WIRELESS SIGNALS. -The great demand for
our Siemens, Silvertown, etc., Morse Inker Recorders, indicates the great interest
taken in receiving and recording wireless signals apart from B.B.C. programmes.
These well-known service recorders are simple in use, reliable, and enable messages
 en any wave -length to be received and recorded at a speed too high for most to
read direct. The tape record can be comfortably read at leisure. Recorders add
enormously to interest in wireless for those with a 3 -Valve set. Magnificent
British work, all brass cased on mahogany, drawer containing tape reel. Such
apparatus, costing E4.0, is rarely obtainable, and is the last of the R.A.T.
surplus. All instrumirit,ff are carefully inspected and guaranteed in working order.
£6 105. each. The forest bargain offered.
WAVEMETERS of eli Types and Ranges from Townsend Broadcast £3 or
120/4,000 metres £5 to Lab. Heterodynes £40. All guaranteed accurate.

ELECTRADIX- .:k.A.TALOGUE OP RADIO BARGAINS.
A 4th edition of our 8-payti Bargain Price List is sow ready tcith our 1924

Illustrated Catalogue. Send 3d. Stamps.
LESLIE DIXON & CO., 9, COLONIAL AVENUE, 1VIINORIES, E.1.

CUTPRICESBUTNOI JUNK!"
ana lob on satisfaction or money back guarantee.
Aluminium Vanes, 5d. doz. Aerial Pulleys, 6d. Anti -Capacity

Handles, 6d. Aerial Wire.-Fine,t 7,22, 2/3 MO ft. Postage 1/-.
Cat's Whiskers -Gold. 2d.; '4iIN er, ld.; Spearpoint, td. Set of 4, 6d.
Coils, Basket. Set of 6, 1/11. Waxless, duo -air spaced, remarkably
efficient. 41-vt. Batteries (British), 4/9 doz. Variable Grid -
leaks, 1/11. "Bretwood " 3/-. " Radstock," Tapped Studs, 5/9.
Coil Holders, solid ebonite, 2 -way, 4/-; 3 -way, 5/.. Sockets, 7d. each.
Condenser and Grid -leaks, 2/-. Grid -teaks, all melts. 1f- and 1/9.
Condensers, Fixed -To .001, 9d.; To .005, 1/-; To 01,s2/3; To .1, 3/6.

Variable. -.001, 8/-; .0005, 6/.; .0903, 5,64 .9962, 4/6;
Vernier, 41-. With aluminium end plates. ,Knoh and dial.

Condenser Dials, 0-130, 11d.; -with- knob, 1/4 and 1,/e., Bushes -
Top, Id.; 13ottom, id. All S. & D.C.C. wires stocked.

Gondenser End Plates, drilled and tapped, 9d. each: Solid ebonite.
Contact Studs, 4d. doz. Stops, 2 a Id. Connecting ^Wire, tinned

copper, 3 yds. 2d. Jack Switches, 2 -way, 5/6; 4 -way, 7/6.
Crystals. Every Make stocked. Zincite, 9d.; Bornite, 6d.; Talite,

Hertzite, 9d.; Galena, Silicon, Carborunduin, 3d.; Copper,
Pyrites, 6d.; Marvellite, 1/3; Lapisite, 1)6; Midite, 1/..

Gold Seal Plastic Metal for fixing Crystals, 6d. box.
Crystal Cups, 4 -screw, 11d. Detector Glasses, 3d. each. Buzzers, 2/6.
Crystal Detectors, Plain brass, 1/3; Nickel, 1/6; -thistproof, 1/6, 2/6;

Plug-in Type,3/6; Perikon, 2/3 and 2/9 (Zincite and Bornite).
Crystal Detector Parts, in envelope, 9d. and 1/3. Nickel,* and 1/6.
" A.A." Earth Clips, adjustable, 6d. Ebonite, 3/6 lb., any size cut.
Filament Resistances, Perfecta," 2/-; " Super " 3/.. Ebo'nite
Dial, 7d. " Radstock," for dull emitters, 30 ohms; velvet action, 2/9.
Foil. Copper, 3d. foot. Tin. 4d. Formers, 12 by 2, 2d.; 12 by 4, 3d.;
12 by 5, 4d. H.T. Batteries, 36-vt., 8/-; 63-vt., 12/-. Finest British.
Headphones. Continental, 10/6; Adjustable, 14/9; Browns, 25/-;
I'ival, 16/6f British Fellows, 18/6; T.M.C., 19/6; Branded, 25/,
Amplion Loud Speaker, 42/, " Ultra," 4,000 ohms, 37/6. Postage, 2/,
Insulated Hooks, 11d. Tape, 6d. roll. Insulators -Egg, 11d.;

" Lion," 1/3; Reel, 1d.; Shell, 2d. Empire Tape, 1/9 doz. yards.
Jack & Plug, 3/9. Spade Terminals, 4 a ld. Screwed, 2d. each. Pin, 2d.

I BE WISE ! BUY QUALITY I AND AVOID "JUNK'. TROUBLE I
Knobs, finest, 41d., 3d., and 2d. Lead-in Tubei, 12 in., 11d.; 9 in, 10d.
6 in., 9d. Flat Simplex, L pattern, 1/6. Glass Tubes, 9d., 7d., 6d.
Mica, .002, 2d. sheet. Nuts, 2 B.A., 21d.; 4/5/6/8 2d. doz.; (D.B.A., 9d.
Potentiometers, 250 ohms, 4/6; 400, 5/-, guaranteed bronze wound.
Scales, Ivorine, 0-180, 3d. Set Name Tabs, 6d. Bell Wire, 3 yds., 2d.
Slider Rods, 31d. Plunger, 3d. Best, 6d. Wound Vario-couplers,

5/6; on ebonite, 8/6. Tapped Coils, 20 and 10 turns, 2111 and 3/6.
Spacers, large, 210. doz.; small, 11d. doz. Spring Washers, 3d. doz.
Sleeving, all colours, 44. a yd., 3 yds, 1/- Shellac, 6d. bottle.
Switches, lot quality change over, S.P.S.T., 1/..; S.P.D.T., 1/6;

D.P.D.T., 2/-. Panel -mounting, nickel, S.1'.D.T., 1/-; D.P.D.T., 1/6.
Switch Arms, 8d., " Super " 1/.. Screws, to in., 5d., 1 in. 9d. doz.
Screwed Rod, 12.111. 2 B.A., 21d.; 4-6 B.A., '2d.
Transformers, H.F. 1, 150/450, 3/9; 2, `250/700, 4/-; 3, 450/1,200,

4/3; 4, 900/2,000, 4/6; 5, 1,600/3,200, 4/9;.6, 2,200/5,600, 5/..
Transformers, 5 to' 1, L.F., 11/9 and 15/-; all guaranteed. " Pow -

quip," 13/6; best nickel, 14/6.- Bobbins, 116. H.6'. Formers, 2/-.
Terminals, W.O., 2d., telephone, lid.; pillar, 2d.; wood screw, Ild.
Telephone Cords, 101d., " Super " 1/9. Tablets, Earth, Aerial, etc., 1d.
Valves, Cosset', Ediswan, .Bullard, Marconi, Dutch, & Dull Emitter.
Variometers, double wound, 2/9. Formers, 6d. pair: (own risk).
Valve Holders, finest ebonite, 1/3; moulded, 9d. (nut and washer).
Valve Legs, ltd. doz. Valve Pins, 9d. doz. Voltmeters, 5/6, 816.
Wander Plugs, 3d. each. Washers, ld. doz. Wood's Metal, 2d.

EVERY ACCESSORY ON THE MARKET STOCKED.
STOCKISTS FOR "POLAR " "LIMN," "ICRANIC," "DORMER," ETC.

LARGEST STOCKS IN BRITISH ISLES,
Imperative. -Kindly send ample postage; balance always refunded.
I SEND FOR FREE LIST. Trade supplied at separate trade counter.

"RA010 STOCKS, Ltd."
!Open sat.I Museum 4213 ("RADIO HOUSE.") !Open Sat.l
87/89, NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST.. LONDON, W.

Between Oxford Circus and Tottenham Court Road. Also
7. Bear St., & 4 a. 7.ranbourn ,tree Le.-e.te a e

Wireless
List "J"
Post Free.

The g4 ef I

bramaphIX
Loud Speaker.
This is 'a most efficient device
to which the ordinary head-
phones are clipped by a simple
pressure on the spring clips.
Price for GRAMAPHIX, 10,16

(Postage 9d. extra.)

Horns to mount on Gramaphix:
Gramaphix requires Straight Horn

'according to distance (Bell re) .. 616.
from the Broadcasting. Swan necked Horn
Station) at least' one (Bell ''1") .. 15/-
stage- of lora-frequency Small curved Horn
amplification to give (Bell 81') .. 9/6.

) satisfactory volum e. (Postage ltd. extra.)

RICHARD MELHUISIL LTD.. Est. 1828.
Electrical Engineers and Wireless Experts,

50, 51, & 54, FETTER LANE. LONDON. E.C.4.

PLUG-IN COILS
Labels are attached to each col gluing details of
range covered .then uSiug as A.T.I, Secondary -or

Anode Coil, thus dispensing with Waveineter.

Full instructions given with
each set of Coils..
Price. Set of 3 Coils 11.2!

4 15/ -
Fitted with best plugs and

bound op. -
Coil With Range
No, As. Coed. Metres. Frier.

odd
1. A.T.I '00l 200 to 4.15 466
2. .001 400 ton400:4V9
2. Sec 000.5. 200 to 450,4/9
3. A.T.I. 001 700 to 1400 G.
3. Sec, '0005 330 to 900 5/.
3. Anode '0001 280 to PH' 4/-
4. A.T.I. .001 1000 to 20005/3
4. Sec. '0005 480 .o 11005/3
4. Anode '0001 451 to 700 5/3
IVrfteforapecificeffionsofoui
Crystal Sets and Valve Sets

The EAGLE ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.. London Showroom:IS. 8,, Gt. Russell Si, W.C.1.
Read Mace and Works -EAGLE WORKS. WARWICK.
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N BETTER WAY

of charging Accumulators
from alternating current
is by using the TUNGAI
BATTERY CHARGER. Simple
Safe, and Economical. Nc
moving parts. Requires no
attention. No Garage, Own
er-Driver or Wireless Enthu-
siast should be without one.
Will charge from 1 to 10, 6-12
volt batteries at a time.
Descriptive Booklet free on
application. Deliveries from
:: :: stock. :: ::

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD.,
\ Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., CO. 4.
(....-------. -------------------

WIRELESS INVENTORS
Patents and Trade Marks, Advice Hand -book
and Cons. free.-B. T KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.). 146a. Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. 'Phone: Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

ALL BRITISH 1 VALVE AMPLIFIER
unassembled, comprising mahogany cabinet, drilled
ebonite panel, L.F transformer, terminals, rheo-
stat, wiring diagram. everything complete, 22/6,
post 1/.._ Complete parts for Crystal Vario.
meter Receiver, including slope front cabinet,
drilled ebonite panel, wiring plan, etc., everything
complete 1216, post I t. Particulars and general

list post free
CRAWFORD, 9, COLEMAN STREET,
LONDON. E.C.2. Telephone: London Wall 073(

TELEPHONE HAND SETS
Ex -Government, complete with microphone, earpiece
and cord, from 38. lid. each, plus postage. Liberal
discounts on quantities.-SENTINEL TRADING
Co., Ltd., 4. Ea le Stre t. London, W.C.1.

-What is CARBONA ?--
It is the proved CRYSTAL compound that
INCREASES signal strength of ANY Crystal
CARBONA, per bottle, PRICE 6d.
or, if any difficulty, send ryd. (P.O. 'or stamps)
direct to :
THE LONDON SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY Co.,
55-56, Chancery Lane, W.C.2. Travinrdi!ries

CABINETS YOU WANT.
PICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good
value, from 1/8 each, highly polished.
Cabinet (P.W.), Works, Albion Rd.,Bexley Heath. S.E. Write for lists.

20 Years' Experience
WE TEACH

BY POST
Most Moderate Charges.

Payable Monthly.

SPECIAL OFFER
to those engaged in
TECHNICAL TRADES
To extend the name
of the BENNETT
COLLEGE we are
publishing an Illus-
trated Encyclopmdic
Dictionary of En-
giiteerilig is 24 parts
116 pages each part.l
You may have Part I
free, and if you are
satisfied you can
afterwards send liv
for postage, and you
will receive the re-maining 23 monthly
parts Free. You areunder no obliga-tion in gettingthis Free Die.tionary.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued front page 982.)

lolling off in capacity toward the end of the scale. The
effect is obtained by means of specially shaped vanes
which are used in place of the regulation semi-
circular type.

" REACT " (Terling).-What is the usual
single - valve ' circuit (a) without reaction
(1.;) with reaction ? I wish to employ basket
coil tuning. It is necessary to place a variable

to)3 cif 2,0 ti`

Popular Wireless Weekly, February 23rd, 1920.

employed' generally consist of a buried plate,
in the same way as a small receiving station ?

- The principle employed is generally the same, but
the." buried -.plate " takes the form of an elaborate
system of buried -plates spreading out over a wide
area anti connected by radial wires to a central
earthing point. Very great importance is attached
to -the earthing system; and it is often the factor
which decides the actual site of the station when
suitable district hat been chosen.

* *

S. E. D. (Thorpe Bay). --What are the
materials used in the various portions of a
valve ?

The plate and grid are generally made of nickel,
though -sometimes tungsten is used. The filament
is made of tungsten. The base is constructed of
brass, which is filled with a compound of bhumen.

condenser both across the and reaction
coil.?

These two circuits are similar In all respects
except that the second one includes a reaction coil.
Generally speaking, the reaction coil should be about
60 per cent. the size of the coil to which it is coupled,
but for best results some experiment In this direction
is necessary. The fixed condenser across 'phones
and H.T. should have a capacity of approx..002 mfd.

* *

E. J. L. (Burton -on -Trent). --When reading
some wireless papers sent 'to me by a friend
abroad, I have frequently seen the expressions

DX receiver," and DX signals," but I ,

cannot find the terms used in English papers,
or any other expression which is used in just
the same way. What does DX mean, and what .

is the English equivalent of these terms ?
The expression DX' is used by American amateurs

to denote long distance," so the above.terms simply
mean " long-distance receiver " and " long-distance
signals."

* *

" EARTHING " (Royston, Carobs.).-In a
large transmitting station does the earth4-lave You Any Ambition

to Learn a Trade or Profession or go higher in your present
vocation? Have you a son? Does he, or do you wish to pass
any qualifying Exams. ,? Remember every man is the Architect
of his own fortune and I can show you how to study in your
spare time (by post) and thus reach the highest positions. As
my advice is Free, write to one and
let me help you as I have helped
thousands of others.
We specialise in all Exams.

COMMERCIAL
Commercial Arithmetic
English and French
Book-keeping
Modern Business

Methods
Commercial Law
Company Law
Secretaryship
Accountancy
Auditing
Costing
Banking
Salesmanship

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
to the Bennett College.
Dept. 106, . Sheffield,
naming the subject you
are Interested in. Please
state your age. Parents
should seek our advice
for their sons. Courses
specially ,combined to
tweet all requirements.
Why stay in the nit ?

TECHNICAL
Architectural Drawing
Building Construction
Clerk of Works Duties
Aviation
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity
Engineering
Foundry Work
Internal Combustion

Engines

Marine Engineering.
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Telegraphy and

Telephony
Wireless Telegraphy

* * *

F. C. (Radlett).-1 wish to try the -choke
method of L.F. amplification, is it possible
to use it in an amplifier connected to a crystal
set?

Probably not with any great degree of success,
owing to the fact that if the choke is placed acioss the
grid and filament of the valve, and across the 'phone
terminals, there will not be a sufficient variation of
potential between the grid and filament to enable the
valve to give sufficient amplification. This is why
a transformer giving a step-up of voltage is alwas:
used.

B. J. T. (Chatham).- I wish to erect a simp,le

very troublesome, I am hoping to include
some device.which will render this less trouble-
some. I am told a loose -coupled set is best,
and I could construct slider coils or one of the
" tapped kind, but ,I am not sure. of the
connections. If the aerial is nbt actually con-
nected to the crystal in any way, how does the
latter rectify the received energy ?

The accompanying diagram shows the connections
of a loose -coupled crystal set. The primary is tuned
by a slider; and the secondary is tuned by tappings
and by the variable condenser connected as shown.

The movement of the secondary coil inside or close

to the primary coil will also be found to slightly affect
the tuning, but the adjustments are very simple, and
the selectivity is often very great compared with
a directly -coupled detector circuit.

The energy rectified is that transferred across tl

'
space from primary to secondary coils, and it nil
be found, therefore, that the distance between t
coils is important, and slight modifications of thisi
distance will often eliminate undesired signals,
but will leave the broadcasting quite clear.
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-HULLO, EVERYBODY!!,
CALLERS' COLUMN.

Buy Best Goods at Low Prices.
No Post Orders at These Prices.
Terminals (comp. with Nuts).
Triophone doz. 1/ -

Large W.O. 4 for 51d., doz. 1/3
W.O. Pillar 4 for 6d.
Small Pillar Id. each, doz. 10/U.
Switch Arm, 12 Studs and Nuts, the tot 1/
Small Variometers, 250/650, with knob and

bush 3/-, 2/8, 2/4
Larger Variometers, 250/650 4/9, 3/9, 2/11
Igranic Variometers, Ebonite, 350/650 ... 15/.
2 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 5/6, 4/6
3 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils

6/11, 5/11
Phillips R Type Valves 7/11
Stop Pins, with shoulder ... 2 a 1d.; doz 5d.
Fixed Condensers, .001, 10d.; up to .005 1/3
Fixed Condensers, .006 1/6
Valve Pins, doz. 6d. Sockets, doz 5d.
2, 4, 5 B.A. Nuts 3 doz 6d.
Basket Coils set of 6 2/ -

Spade Terminal Tags doz. 4d.
Vario Couplers, with Knob, Wound D.C.C. 4/11
Glass Enclosed Whisker Detector 1/6
High -Class Whisker Detector (large), en-

closed 2/6
Fine Perikon 2 Crystals, enclosed 3/ -
Small Perikon, 2 Crystals 21
Bell Wire, D.C.C., 1.C. 20 guage, 10 yds. 6d.
Twin Flex 12 yds., 1/8; 4 yds. 7d.
Plug Coils, Ebonite 1/., 9d.
Extra Quality, ditto on base 1/., 1;3
Pillar Terminals, Nut and Washer, 2 B.A.,

large 2 for 5d.
Switch Arms 8d., 9d., 10d., 1/.
Filament Resistances 1/8, 1/10, 2/., 2/3
Igranic Resistances 4/6
Igranic Vernier 7/-
4 Cat's -Whiskers, one gold 4d.
Single Basket Coil Holders 1/4/
Variable Grid Leaks 1/5
Lissen Variable Grid Leaks, guaranteed 2/6
Pin Terminals, screw pattern 9 for 2d.
Spade Terminals, screw pattern 2 for 3d.
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite 9d., 1/ -
Grid Leaks and Condensers, .0003, 3/-, 2/3, 2/ -

Valve Sockets, kith shoulder doz. 1/.
Basket Coils, Duplex Waxless, set of 5 for 2/-
100,000.ohm Resistance 1/6

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. POST ORDER COLUMNS.

=OP

- -----

?,7' \ -.. --- ,-;.--,

tap

BRITISH
'001 -
'00075
'0005 -
'0003
0002

As Sketch
Lend. Post CI

Foreign 1/ -

MAKE. NO POST ORDERS except for goods in these two
columns, and at p marked, which include all

7/6 post, rail and packing charges. U.K. only. Foreign
orders extra, please.
ALL ORDERS EXECUTED AT THE EARLIEST

5/9 POSSIBLE MOMENT, IN STRICT ROTATION.

- /2 Edison Bell Variometers, ebonite 15/-
Fixed Condensers, up to .001 1/9

,, Fixed Condensers, up to .008 2/6
Grid Leak and Condenser,

.0003 3/.
Shaped Coil Plug, ebonite 1/3

Quarter -inch Ebonite Condenser Ends. Pair 1/9
set.

WITHOUT DIAL.
'001 -
'00075
*0005

- 6/6 .0003
- 5/6 '0002 3/
 4/9 '0001 -  2/8
Vernier 2/6

NEW MODEL
(One hole fixing)

NATIONAL LABORATORY CERTIFICATE
'073 in. spacing. Min. amount of space required.
Cap. guaranteed. Very finely adjusted. Fully
assembled for panel mounting, with Aluminium
ends, complete with Knob and Dial.

'001 8/6 '0003  5/1 1
V0075. 7/6 '0002 5/-
'0005 6/6 '0001  4/6

Vernier 4/4
Regd. Post 0d. set. Foreign 1/ -

HEADPHONES. Post 1/- pair.

,

4000 ohms " Sidpe " genuine 12/9

4400000 G. unet . 14/11, 15/11
Fellow's Lightweight 18/6

Premier B.B.C., 4,000 ohms, very fine value 16/11
Sterling, 4,000 ohms, latest model, B.B.C. 25/
N. & K. Standard, latest model, 4,000 ohms, 12/9
Raymond, 4,000 ohms, high-class 12/11

Edison Bell shaped coil pings 1/3 .RICSSON
Variometer, Ebonite D.S.C. 4/9 4,000 ohms.
D.C.C. Wound Tapped Coils 2/., 1/9, 1/61 Lovely tone.
Double 'Phone Cords pair 9/U.
D.P.S.T. Switches, special
S.P.D.T., on Ebonite
D.P.D.T., on Ebonite

1/8 to 2/3
1/11 to 2/9

2 B.A. Rod, 12 in. 2 for Ed.
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils 5/6
Plug and Socket, brass pair 14d.
Pocket Lamp Batteries (best) 6 for 2/3
Special Filament Resistance, very line value 2/.
D.P.D.T., Nickel Switches for panel

mounting 2/
Fil. Res. Dials, '1-10, 7d.; with knob 9d.
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger 6d.
Set of Names (12), engraved black or white 6d.
Insulated Hooks each Id.
Copper Foil per foot 4d.
Best Zincite and Bornite, 6d. each, pair 1/ -
Ebonite Turned Valve -Holder and Nuts 1/3 & 1/ -
Shellac bottle 51d.
Tinned Copper, 16, 19, 20 gauge in stock.
Forma Fil. Resistances, best 2/6
Accumulator (Rotax), 6 v. 80 amps. 331.

,, ,, 4 v. 40 amps. 17/6

,, 4 V. 60 amps 19/6
Rubber Lead-in Wire, 10 yards 1/3, 1/6, 2/6
Lissen. Anode V.R. of grid teak each 2/6
Edison Bell. Fixed from .0002 to .001 1/3

Fixed from .002 to .006 2/.
Grid Leak & Condencer, .0003 2/6

HONEST GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

EV TYPE PHONES
Thousands sold last season.
13'9 per pair. Post 1/- pair.

SALVES Postage If. each.

MARCONI D.E.R. 21/-
EDISWAN A.R.D.E. 21, -
EDISW AN, COSSOR P.1 1216
MULLARD ORA 12;6
MARCONI R. 12/6.

Other makes from 7/11.

L.F. Intervalve Transformers.
Post Free.

5-1 Radio Instruments, Ltd. (1) 25/-
5-1 Igranic shrouded (2) 21/
5-1 Forma shrouded 18/- (3) Plain 15/-
5-1 Raymond 12/6

On Transformers (1) (2) and (3) goods to the
value of Id. in the 1/- given free to callers.

H. T. Batteries (very best only).
60 volt. Post 1/3 each. 8/9, 10/6, 12/6
36 volt. Post. 11- each 4/9, 5/-, 5/6, 5/9

LARGE NUMBER OF BARGAINS
. . TO CALLERS ONLY .
CANNOT ADVERTISE PRICES

Right Reserved to Return Cash.

American pattern dial and knob 1/8
Accumulators, high-class goods, 4v. 40 amps 20/ -
Fixed Condensers, .0003 to .001 1/4

zjiel Fixed Condensers, 002 to .005 1/8
''''''' Fixed Condensers, 006 2/.

Ebonite Valve Holders, 8 nuts, each, 1/6; 3 for 4/ -
Ebonite Dials and Knob, turned ebonite, 2/-, 2/6
D.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite

base 3/3
S.P.D.T. Switches. small size, on ebonite

base 2/9
Variable Grid LeaK, pencil pattern 2/G
Two-way Coil Holders, 3 qualities; all

good value. No rubbish. 5/6, 6/6, 7/6
Three-way ditto, as above 6/9, 7/6, 8/9
Twin Flex for Extension Leads, 12 yds. 2/3
Grid Leak and Condenser, .0002, .0003, .0005 2/9
Grid Leak, 2 megohms 1/4
Pin Terminals, screw pattern 6 for 1/
Spade Terminals, screw pattern 6 for 1/ -
Ebonite Coil Plugs, shaped or plain, 1/9, 1/6, 1/3
4 Cat's -whiskers (gold, silver, etc.) 6d.
Bell Wire, D.C.C., I.R.C. 10 yds. 1/.
100,600 ohm Resistance 2/-, 2/6
Switch Arms, very good quality, complete

with 12 ,taus 2/.
Valve Sockets, polished, with shoulder

and nuts doz. 1/6; 3 doz. 4/
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite Crystal 1/6
Double 'Phone Cords, with screw terminals 1/6
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils, on stand 6/ -
Basket Coil Holders, single, with coil plug 2/9
Filament Resistances (not cheap rubbish)

2/6, 2/8, 3/ -
Very Special ditto (limited number) ' 2/9
Terminals, Telephone, W.O. Pillar, with -

nut; all good size; best possible quality
doz. 1/9

Terminals, Large 2 B.A., with nut. ... 6 for 2/6
Variometers and knob, 250/650 4/6
Basket Coils, up to 3,500 metres. Set of 6 2/6
Crystal Detectors, all best quality, not

junk. Enclosed, large whisker -- 3/3
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, smaller whisker 2/9
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, large,Veriken,

2 crystals . 3/9, 3/9
Crystal Detectors, enclosed'' ',slightly

smaller Perikon 3/3
Many Other Detectors, open ty.pe; 2/-, 2/6, 2/9, 3/.
Variometer, on Ebonite Ball: Rotor 10]
Igranic Variometers, Inside Winding 15/.
Sets of 12 Name Tabs, black or white .l 1/-
2 B.A. Nuts -- per gross 1/10
Insulating Sleeving, all colours,` 6 yds. 2/9
Ampiion Junior Loud -speaker - 42/6
Baby Sterling ditto ' , 55/.
D.P.U.T. Switches Tor panel mount 2/2

CRYSTAL SETS, ALL KINDS
110 6, 12,6, 17/6, 21,-, 28/6

EDISON BELL, LISSEN,
DUBILIER parts stocked

TRADE AND RADIO CLUBS 'SUPPLIED.'
I advertise what I sell, and sell what I.

advertise.
SEND FOR FULL POST LIST .Stamp.

'.21111111111011111111111I1111111111111111111!:

RIGHT OPPOSITE Fl

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2

'Phone Gerrard 4637.

HOURS OF g.

- BUSINESS :
_DAILY - 9 to 7.45E
E.- SUNDAYS 10.30 to 1=



SCREWED JACK

PLUG and JACK 3'. Post ee

A. ROBERTS & CO., 22,1:rewiN:
CRYSTAL USERS.

Build an Amplifier and Hear Distant Stations. Signals
increased 5 times. Farts consist of Polished Cabinet.
Drilled Ebonite Panel, Rheostat, All Terminals, Labels,
Wire, etc., with clear Wiring Diagram, 1616, -cars.

-paid. Cash with order. Splendid Testimonials:
F.It.GOBLE,50,Tottenham Ct. Rd.,London,W.I.

BUS-I3A.R.
FROM GODFREY SALMON, LTD.

33, Grafton Street,
Tottenham Court Road,

Wireless Specialists. LONDON, W.1.

2d. PER 2 ft. LENGTH Postage 01. per doz.

INVENTIONS'=
- 9, Warwl'aic.tki Cliaour t, lloclls4

PATENTED Trade Marks and Designs Registered.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,r et rsando

Washed
1840. Telephone: Chaneent 7547.

WIRELESS FOR THE - AMATEUR.
By Joseph Roussel. Translated by H. B.

Demy Bro. -

Illustrated, 14j- net.
The Times Engineering Supplement: "Jim Author

-employs only the most elementary mathematics for
explaining his subject, and the instruments and
appliances described- have been manufactured by
himself with the simplest materials." .

The Glasgow Herald: A book which- combines a
reasonable amount of theory with definite construe-
tional details sufficient to enable beginners and
advanced amateurs to construct for themselves any
wireless receiving set which they may wish to have."

LONDON: CONSTABLE & COMPANY, LTD.,
10-12 Orange Street, W.C.2. Bombay and Sydney.

THE 'AMATEURS' CAPACITY CHART.
Gives size and number of coils required for any capacity
betwgen '0001 and 1'0 mid. ADVERT. OFFER: The
first 200 applicants will receive chart FREE, P.O.being

returned with Chart Price 7d. post paid.
D. A. BAIN, 20, Waghorn St., LONDON, S.E. 15.

1---BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO WIRELESS --1
BEST BOOK OBTAINABLE.

4 If you wish to make your own receiver, or to in-
Mtiese=ti1y'avi lla doIg- then obtain t:7eeeioV'IZTAC

I CONNECT, AND MAKE Aerials, Complete Crystal
I and Valve Receivers, Coils, Tuners, etc.; also the

latest two and three, valve tuned Anode Receivers
and one and two valve Amplifiers. ,

144 pages (including 28 diagranI', 1.3 post free.
"--SAXON RADIO CO. 'DEPT.14), SOUTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL-- j

TRADE ONLY
130,0E1:10 CRYSTALS

HERTZITE, TALITE, PERMANITE,
ZINCITE, BORNITE, Etc.

Sena for Trade List,Frank Wass, 23 Bellevue Rd., Ealing, W.13.

EBONITE -

Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait, or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.
BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91/92, Great Saffron Bill, London, E.C.1.

Phones 8572 Central,

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, Mason's Avenue,
Basinghall street, London, E.C.2.

Telephone: LONDON WALL 2292
AGAIN :-34ft. HANKS OF STRANDED
COPPER RUBBER COVERED WIRE 1 /3.

Post 3d.

Valves Repaired
WITH NEW sums in

tp, POST FREE.AND FILAMENT.

(011PESPONDENCE

THE HOPWOOD CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In these dayS of endeavouring to get
as much as possible out of one valve, we have been
hearing a lot about the merits of the " May " circuit,
but nobody seems to trouble about the " Hopwood "
cher*" giVen in " P.W." a little time ago. Out of
curiosity I tried' this circuit, and the results- are
astonishing;. Besides, it is more economical than the
"May ", both' in L.T.. and H.T.

:I am twenty-five miles from London, my aerial
is about 90 ft. single wire, only 20 ft. high, and badly
sereened, yet.2 L 0 comes in too loud for the 'phones
to be comfortable on the head, and will work a 'high -
resistance fond speaker well. Announcements can be
heard across the room when the 'phones are worn by
another person. The only drawback is capacity
effects-i.e., if the 'phones' are removed from the head
without' first adjusting the varioineter to allow for
doing so, the thing will howl. But by careful manipu-
lating., even this can be obviated. I give my circuit
with valves, in the hope that it may be of some
assistance. "

The valve is a Mullard Ora,. 4 v. L.T., grid leak
to suit valve. The aerial coil should be large enough
to tune down to 2 L 0 when at full capacity of
condenser. Reaction Coil'slightly larger. The modus

( nerandi is as follows : Variometer at zero. Tune in
L () by condenser and bring reaction up, but not to

scillation point.. Now turn variometer, when signal
trength will increase, and at same time reduce
opacity on condenser. A little nirmipulation and

urprising residts are obtained, and, with. care,- sad
nterference should be caused to neighteurs. In
onclusion, I may say that all the British broadcast-
ng stations have beep heard with a strength equal to

two valves ; and, in additioh, the hew Belgian station
has been heard distinctly. The condenser may be in
parallel to the coil, enabling finer tuning, but sacri-
ficing a little signal strength. The varionieter should
be kept away from the coils as far as possible.

Wishing your valuable paper-of which I have been
a reader since No. 1-every success. 'Yenta faithfully,

W. E. BARTHOLOMEW.
OR, Tamworth Road, Hertford.,

GOING TO EXTREMES.
The Editor, POPELAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir, --Our grateful thanks arc due to those
courageous listeners who hare so faithfully castigated
the 13.13.C. on the matter of " highbrow " programmes.

In my opinion, however, they have not gone far
enough. Let us go the whole hog, and-'

(1) Sack the University -educated Encles, and
engage representative British working men, who are
not. so fussy about aitches and correct diction.

(2) Cut out the refined ". huniorists, and give
the old red -hosed variety a chance (after the babies
have gone to bed, of course).

(3) Switch off the Chopin and Beethoven cranks,
and haYe a few 'piano -organ "and paper and -comb
recitals for the benefit of the masses. -

(4) What about a permanent choir of Islington
hariponi sera.""
-(5) Who- wants Covent Garden? Relay. a few

matches from the " Ring" occasionally; in the
interests of British sport l

(0) Abolish the Pussyfoot' section of the Sunday
programme, and give us a, lively " cabaret " enter-
tainment instead. _

(7) Import a tribe of real cannibals from the South
Seas, for war -dances, bone -rattling, blood-crirdling
yells, etc.

(8) Sack the Director 'of Progrananes -broadcast
him, in fact. - Anyone could manage hig job. Yours
Most sincerely, - HENRY W. LEE.

147, Brayard.'sRoad, Peckham, S.E. 15.
NcirE.-sThis letter is published because we believe

in ventilating all shades of public opinion. We do
not _ associate our with a single sentiment
e::pi.essed in the letter, but readers Will probably agree
that our correspondent is indulging in a little humour
peculiar to himself.-EDITIMI.
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SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE
S3IALLEST IN THE WORLD).

TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
It you cannot obtain this device from your
local dealer write to the head office:

MIKRO Ltd.,32C,CiavenSt.,STRAND,W.C.
The new type Skinderviken MicrophondWitli
Carbon Electrodes only are obtainable at

5!. each.
Write for Illustrated Bockiei

"THE -MARVELS OF THE MICROPHONE,"
which. giveers hill details how to matte your own

amid -firer for crystal sets.
PRICE 6d. Post free 61d.

tlIKRO Ltd., 320, Craven St., STRAND, W.C.

71r.A.T.AnrrE
THE WONDER CRYSTAL :

The Marvel of the Age. Has no equal. 1/6 post free.
From GRAHAM & THOMPSON (Dc t, a),
819, Rochdale Road; Queen's Park, Manchester.

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
has vacancies for Skilled Wireless Operators.
Men able to pass a trade test equivalent to that
for the Postmaster -General's 1st Class Certificate
will be enlisted as Aircraftman II., and re-classified
Leading Aireraftman or Aircraftman I. according
to ability' with which test is passed. AGE LIMITS:
18 to 35. Suitable ex-N.C.O.'s will be accepted
up to 38 years of age, with rank on enlistment
according to trade ability. Good- pay and prospects

pwerraitteorosrcolllt:ILehrsigpleitetotrypoef.ReFerour itfiunIgl pLarkicit-,
Lora?
4, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C.2.

TELEPHONES REWOUND
To 4,000 ohms. Guaranteed. All makes 5',
except Brown " A " 6 ., and Sullivan, Wax -filled, 7/- per pair. Ea -Army converted to
high resistance, 216 each earpieee.--JOHNW. MILLER, 70-71 Parringdon St., E.C.4.

Phone:CENTRAL 1950.

INVALUABLE to CRYSTAL USERS
An entirely new type of

CAT'S - WHISKER ----'
(Pat, applied for).

NOT AFFECTED BY VIBRATION, AND
BETTER RESULTS ASSURED.

Send P.O. 71d. (NOT STAMPS).
MARSHALL & CO., Belfast Rd., London, N.16,

FREE TO ALL
Sample of Tinned Copper, Outta-percha covered
Wire (22 gauge), suitable for all wiring connec-
tions, and two Heavy Brass Screw -head Spade
Terminals. Send stamped addressed envelope and
addresses of four wireless retailers in your district.
Isotonic Wireless Co., 57, Edgbaston. St.. Birmingham.

OUR PRICES for
EVERYTHING WIRELESS
CANNOT BE BEATEN

Trade Supplied Send for Lists

PHENIX WIRELESS SUPPLIES CO.
OK HIGH ROAD, LEE, S.E. 13.

Phone - Lee Green 1110

DON'T HISS THIS: 'Pliottes, 4,000 ohms, .11:-
per pair. Variable Cundenirs, beautifully, made,
Alurn'n end plates, 001. 8/ei 3, .0005 4 ) 6, .0003
4/., 0002 3/ -, .0001 x., s, .00005 2/8, all post
free (U.K.). All parte' I:applied, also Crystal and

Valve Sets complete. Terms: Cash witli order.
P. A S. McCREARY, 11, Harlescott Rd., London, 8.E.15.

ACCUMULATORS.
C.A.V., Fullers, Sc. Guaranteed brand-new and per-
fect, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
both trays if returned within 7 days.

Av. 40a..... 17/ 6v. 40a..... 25'-
4v. 60a. .... 21'9 6v. 60a. .. . . 32 '6
4v. ' 80a. 27.'6 6v. 80a, ... , 40.:-
4v. -100a. 32:'6 6v. 100a. .... 46/ -

Polished teak cases for 6 /60 and 4 / 100 only, fitted -

with fuses and 'switch, 6/6 'each.
SPECIAL LINE.

First-class English make, 6-v. 60 -amp hours, 251- ea.
MAUDE RUBBER CO.; 58; PRAED ST., LONDON; W.2. -

When ,=.iu have, realised
that your poor tuning is due
to that inelieleut Slider and
Plunger, ,i,fe.s.f&r this.

G -W. SLIDER
which makes a broad contact
along ONE WIRE and rolls
smoothly over them without
scraping or wearing theta.

The O -W." Slider will
not clog. up or abort circuit
your inductance.

Ask your, dealer for the
LAKER "G -W." SLIDER.
100 per cent efficient. Price
1/.. or post free 1/3 fromJ. & J. LAKER CO.,497, Romford Road.

London, E.7.
Same ENGLISH and Coil.
tinental territories available.
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THE WEEK'S BROAD-
CASTING PROGRAMMES.

FORTHCOMING SIMULTANEOUS EVENTS.
Sunday, February 24th.- 2 L 0 Light Orchestra.

Time Signal and Bulletin.
Monday, February 25th. -The B.B.C. Literary
Tuesday, February 26th. -French Talk. Savoy

Bands.
Wednesday, February 27th.-B.B.O. Dramatic Critic.
Thursday, February 28th.-B.B.C. Music Critic.

Radio Society Talk. Savoy Bands.
Friday, February 29th.-B.B.C. Film Critic.
Saturday, March lst.-Savoy Bands.

LONDON (2 L-0).
Sunday, February 24th. -Rev. F. R. Barry, M.A., of ,

King's College, Address. 2 L 0 Light Orchestra.
Monday, February 25th.-B.B.C. Literary Critic.

Operatic Evening.
Tuesday, February 26th. -Mavis Shellshear, songs at

the harp. The Ensemble Singers.
Wednesday, February 27th.-B.B.C. Dramatic Critic.

Orchestral Concert.
Thursday, February 28th.;-B.B.D. Music Critic.

Philip Wilson on Music. The Spencer Dyke
String Quartette.

Friday, FebruarY 29th.-B.B.C. Film Critic. Orches.
tral Concert. Mr. Reginald Waterfield; F.R.A.S.,
on Mercury and Venus. "

Saturday, March lst.-St. David's Day. The Savoy
Bands.

MANCHESTER Z Y).
Sunday, February 24th. -Rev. J. A. Reardon,

Address, Classical Music.
Monday, February 25th. -French Talk. Programme

from London.
Tuesday, February 28th. -George Dave Frank's

Dance Band. Savoy Bands from London.
Wednesday, February 27th. -2 Z Y Orchestra, and

from London.
Thursday, February 28th., ---French Talk. 2 Z Y

Dramatic Company and 2 Z V Trio.
-Friday, February 29th. -Spanish Talk. Vocal Night,
Saturday, March lst.-Orchestral Night, mainly

classical.

BOURNEMOUTH. (6 B M).
Cunday, February 24th.-Bournernouth Wireless

Orchestra.
Monday, February 25th. -Programme mainly from

London.
Tuesday, February 26th. -Popular Orchestral Night,

and from London.
Wednesday, February 27th.-" Picture " Night and

from London.
Thursday, February 28th. -The Crystals Concert

Party. Dance Band from King's Hall. Savoy
Bands from London.

Friday, February 29th.-Gounod Night, by .the
Orchestra,

Saturday, March 1st. -Welsh Night. The 'Wireless
Orchestra.

NEWCASTLE (5 N 0).
Sunday, February 24th. -Rev. T. Miller Johnson,

Address. Olive Timlinson's Trio.
Monday, February 25th -Programme mainly from

London.
Tuesday, February 28th.-Oreliestral Night.
Wednesday, February 270.-Orcheatral Night.
Thursday, February 28th. -,Programme mainly from

London.
Friday, February 29tb.-Wiref;ss Orchestra and from

London.
Saturday, March let. -Orchestral concert.

ABERDEEN (2 B D).
Sunday, February 24th. -The Right Rev. Lord Bishop

of Winchester, MA., P.D., from Bournemouth.
Ilonday, February 25th. -Programme mainly from

London.
TuesdayrFebruary MIL -Modern English Composers'

Night.
Wednesday, February 27th. -French Talk. Dance

Night.
Thursday, February 28th. -Special Vocal Night.
Friday, February 29th. -Popular Play Night.
Saturday, March lst.-Student's Night. Savoy Bands.

GLASGOW (S S C).
Sunday, February 24th. -The Right Rev. Lord Hi shop

of Winchester, M.A., D.D.,
The Westbonrne Church Choir.

Monday, February 25th. -Programme mainly from
London.

Tuesday, February 26th. -The Parltheml Forge Silver
Prize Band.

Wednesday, February 27th. -Classical Programme.
Thursday, February 28th. -Orchestral Concert.
Friday, February 29th. -Orchestral Night.
Saturday, March lat.-Popular Orchestral Night.

'' BIRMINGHAM (5 .
Sunday, February 24th. -The Rev. 'Tissington Tallow.

Address. Station Orchestra.

(Continued on Page 988.) ,;filbert Ad. 547
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3 JACKS.
PUT ONE IN EVERY ROOM

A Permanent wire from the Set,
attached to a Crawford's jack

FOo
SE° (N each side of the fireplaee, makes
sem listening -in a comfort.

;11..De SUo9uED 108, CARLINCFORD RD., LONDON, N.15

- EBONITE PANELS
Cur to any size required in high grade, easily
worked material q M. thick, id. per sq. in. ;
i in. thick. a. per act. in. Mail Orders :-Add 6d.
towards cost of packing and post. Panels drilled
andlor engraved to your own paper pattern.
It's cheaper than buying drills. Estimates free.

Phone Regent 3335.
OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO.,

24, Warwick Street. Regent Street, London W.1

ITELENIUM
SAVE YOUR VALVE

FILAMENTS.
Improve Reception and con-
vert that harmful glare to

mew a pleasant subdued glow.7ti" rieel
 each

Potfreehancstratr/valves many.
1.1-44LRE MAI CM THE THERMIC CO..

46, Hampton Rd., Southport.

WIRELESS MACHINERY FOR SALE CHEAP.
Capstans, drals, forge, tapping machine, disc grinder,
time recorder, milling machines, centre Lathes.-Seen
13, Whitcomb St., London, W.C.2., or list posted.

Fix your crystal in
GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL.
It Is positively the best contact possible, and
results to LOUDER AND CLEARER SIGNALS.
Guaranteed to contain no mercury Price 6d. per
packet, sufficient for 3 to 4 crystal cups. Of all
Wireless Stores

Wholesale Enquiries (or sample pht. 6d.) to
SAMUEL LEVY. 53, Ben Iowan Road. Stepney,

London, El.

TELENIUM
" Collins Elastic Glue "

How to Stop High -Frequency Leaks
Make the insulation of your panel perfect by
painting all connections with this perfect
insulator: EYE stick mirth-lent:10 cover 3 or 4
valve panels. Of all Wireless Dealers. Iron-

mongers, ct.e. Manufacturer:
F. COLLINS& C J.. Little Earl St London,W.C.

Ear Trade Enquiries.

0 0 TERMINAL
TABS.

Cry . 1 Sets - 7td. per set.
Valve Sets - 1/8 .,0 Trade supplied. Post free.

We are the sole designers
and proprietors of-this tab.

MERTON WIRELESS ENGIN-
" EERING CO., 64, Victoria Street,

Westminster, S.W.

0 0 0 0 0
W t1Y NOT

have your ex -Army 'phones re -wound? All 4,000
ohms per pair. Will do all make., Ex -Army, 5Brown A".divan wax -filled 71- per pair.
Transformers re -wound. Postage. 64. extra.
THE ILILE., Mary's Road, Leyton, Eat).

Be sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS
:: when replying to Advertisements ;:

TELENIUM
. The crystal you hare been looking for. Has a

greater range than any other known crystal,
and is seroative all over. Don't tolerate cheap,
inferior crystals. Insist on the best. Telenikm

is the bent. 2f-, post free front
WHITE, HOOLEY &

91, CONSTA TINE ROAD, HAMPSTEAD, LONDON.

PROGRAMMES.
(Continued from page 987.)

Monday, February 25th.-Programme mainly front
London.

Tuesday, February 26th.-Miscellaneous Programme
mainly orchestral.

Wednesday, February 27th.-Classical Programme
The Joseph Lewis Octette.

Thursday, February 28th.-Popular Classics Pro-
gramme.

Friday, February 29th.-Chamber Music Programme.
Saturday. March 1st.-St. David's Night.

CARDIFF (5 W A).
Sunday, February 24th.-Rev:' J. Henry Thomas,

Address. " Scouts' Own "Symphony Concert.
Monday, February 25th.-Programme mainly from

London.
Tuesday, February 26th.-Shakespeare Night, and

from London.
Wednesday, February 27th.-Popular;Orchestral Night.
Thursday, February 2Sth.-Programme mainly, from

London.
Friday, February 29th.-Choral Night. The

Eclipse " Prize Singers.
Saturday, March 1st-St. David's Day.

TECHNICAL ODDS & ENDS
(Continued from page 972.)

" Dud " Insulators.
There seems to have been an impression

amongst a certain section of manufacturers
(happily -not the responsible firms) that
anything that looked like an insulator was
good enough for wireless. As a matter of
fact, only the highest quality of insulating
materials are really good enough for wire-
less, and certain cheap composition dials,
sockets, grid condensers, and so on, that
have sprung up and are selling, for a
fraction of the price of the genuina'articles
after which they are modelled, should be
scrupulously avoided if you would avoid
disappointment with your set. In many
cases these are nothing but Various kinds of
clay mixed with inferior shellac or
varnish and, if not actually good con-
ductors', are anything but good insulators.
In_ America they have a special name for
components of this kind-they. call them

mud " parts !

Armstrong " Muffler,"
I hear that E. H. Armstrong is engaged on

some experiments designed to remedy the
interference troubles said to be caused by
his famous super -regenerative circuit. It
is believed that most of the difficulty is due
to poor manipulation, but "Armstrong
suggests the use of an additional H.F. valve
as a " muffler."

Choking Device.
Just as in an internal-combustion

silencing is obtained
by means of a
muffler, so in the
operation of the
super - regenerative
circuit a radio -
muffler -can be
incorporated. It is
interesting to note,
in considering this
analogy, however,
that whereas in the
engine the muffler
or silencer is placed
after the engine (so
to- speak). in thd
radio - circuit the
H.F. valve muffler
comes before the
regeneration.

engine

High -Frequency- Losses in Cabinet.
It is surprising in what queer ways

radio -frequency losses may be incurred in
the set. On being advised not to place yo-ir
tuning coils, such as inductances, vario-
meters, or vario-couplers, too near to the
wood of a cabinet, you would probably
think the precaution was a little overdrawn.
Capacity Leakage.

But in a case recently examined, where the
set worked badly when the lid was closed,
and well when the lid was open, it was
noticed that the tuning coil came into very
close proximity with the varnished lid of
the cabinet when the lid was down. On
re -arranging the position of the coil, the set
worked well with the lid closed. The
trouble was due to radio -frequency losses
produced by the varnished wood being too
close to the coil.

Atmospherics Cut Out.
The interruptions or fluctuations corre-

sponding to code -signals, or speech -currents,
are then superposed by a second modulation
upon the first- or 5,000 -metre modulation.
The advantage claimed for this sytem is
that the receiving set can be tuned, in effect,
for two separate frequencies, that of the
primary wave (300 metres), and that of the
c ontinuously-modulatedwave (5,000 metres).
This removes most of the effect of atmo-
spheric interference, as only those interfer-
int, impulses which correspond with both of
these critical frequencies will pass the doub-
ly -tuned filter -circuit of the receiving set.

Sensitivity and Selectivity,
A receiving set which is exceedingly

sensitive should be correspondingly selective
at the same time. One reason for this is
because, owing to its sensitivity and long-
distance range, it will be capable of receiving
a; greater number of stations, the necessity
for greater selectivity in this case being
obvious.

Heterodyning.
' Another reason, however, is that no

transmitting station emits an- absolutely
pure note, that is, a wave of a single fre-
quency. When a receiver is extremely
sensitive, some of the harmonics of near
stations may be recoh .^d by it, unless the
receiving set is sufficiently selective to tune
them out.

THE CHEAPEST HOUSE FOR EBONITE.
Best Quality; Matt Finish; Any Size Cut. b' thick,
2 sq. inches 10.; 3-16" thick, 3 sq. inches Ed.

All thicknesses supplied. Post paid on 10/..
SISSLEYS Station Rd., Chadweil Heath.

I'Phone: LP'011ls 145. Trade Supplied.

INDOOR versus
OUTDOOR AERIAL

Do you realisa thak an outside aerial is as
unnecessary for good reception as it is unsightly?

THE "AROENTONE" AERIAL is a neat, single -strand,
super -sensitive, high -conductivity copper cored aerial,
specially adapted for indoor use, and gives wonderful
results.
" ARGENTONE " can be obtained from any Wireless
Depot at a cost of 4/- (100 feet) or post free direct from,-

T. W. YOUNG, LTD., 84-86 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
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How to determine suit2ble Values for
Rheostats.

TABLE 3.
Values of Resistance and current carrying capacity of

Rheostats in Filament Circuits.

i7totalnnit.

Vbreic Restsitnee utiCont.nuotts eenteetenste. cep., es sp....  -
less7."7**=ers7trt:Z"'""ar 'rer 'st.7 este.

a

Onfro.yallgt.,En3Itterz 2.1 oahmnip.s. 11., ohms.smo 2.1 oahmotp,..

2.8. amps.
il.oht;tpi

Type R. Dull Emitter ...
(Na. of Cells . 11

5 ohm.
.4 amp.

it ohm.
.6 amp.

.2 ohm.
1.2 amps.

.13 ohm.
16 amps.

-.1 ohm.
2.0 amps.

"Pra.Nuti Doll Emitter
(Na of Celt= I)

4.8 ohms.
.25 amP

24 ohms.
.5 amp.

1.6 obits.
.75 amp.

1.2 ohms.
1.0 main.

. 1.0 ohms.
1.25 amps.

A Ampex. Dna Fauna
(No.ol Cells i 21

 27 ohms.
.04 amps.

 14 ohms.
.12 amps.

 9 ohms.
.18 amps.

 7 ohms.
24 ampr.

.5.5 ohms.
.2 rap.

 h000. -It is ....We °set Ole resist el fits the. rneess raise be in twe seat; t bee beiset
;Z.tZti rr.".,VOTe:1;;;;V:4;;Oren, are.' ew. et Manses.

ft is essential that suitable filament rheostats be used in
conjunction with the above valves and batteries, in order that the
best results may be obtained. ft should be specialty noted that most
of the rheostats now offered for sale were designed for use with bright
emitter valves, and arc unsuitable for use with the new dull emitter
valves

It is important to have the resistance of a value sufficient to 
reduce the voltage to the minimum voltage required. as otherwise the
filament will be overheated and this will, in some types of dull
emitter valves, reduce then' efficiency to that of the bright emitters.
On the other hand, if the resistance be of too high a value, the
greater part of it is useless, and the regulation on the useful part is
comparatively coarse.

To obtam the correct value of resistance required, the following
formula may be used:
Value of resistance required =

(Number °leen, in serMs s 21-]Lowest vtan.pe requited to operate valim)
it:intent remitted per vats eb (.Number of vales tonuolled h2 Mu:multi

The values given in Table 3 have be, clitained to the ore of
this formula.

CLIF cON JUNCTION,

Nr. Manchester.

BIRMINGHAM:

Characteristics of Exttsc Batteries.

Fiats Trycs
CZ a CX

un emu:

The alio e cu vex give the
rates Of discharge

Nora that fist values on .the vert,., I ,t,:f ttre en Pee ittt :t.t e
yet,. (The figure Following the .alpItab,tc..1 e

v4tIOUS cells are catalogued denotes the aa,b, .-e

Example: CX 5 cell discharged at 3 Aslie,as s.Mpere"
per positive plate) ou:d give that corbel ,:ettt.,uasly fcr
approximately 14 hoar:.

kAI

The above illustration gives an idea of
the amount of valuable information con-
tained in the new 12 -page EXIDE Booklet
The book has been entirely rewritten,
and contains much technical information

of value to every wireless user.
A Post Card will bring a copy by rciurn.

Ask for BOOK 4027a.
OCCIlleb ELECTRICAL STORAGE

A CONRANY LIMITED.

57;58, Dale End. MANCHESTER:

MANUFACTURERS OF

1,1c at various

LONDON:

21,J,229, Shaftesbury

Avenue, W.C.2.

I, Bridge Street.,

The long life battery.
AND CHLORIDE BATTERIES FOR HOUSE LIGHTING.
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Things you should know
about Filament Control-
Your dull emitter valves must have fine control-
and this fine control must LAST. When you buy
your rheostat, do not merely ask' whether it gives
fine control do not 'rely upon the evidence of initial
demonstration,' but ASK HOW LONG THE FINE
CONTROL WILL LAST FOR. If you are offered a
Powder rheostat-ASK, WILL THE POWDER
"PACK" together in use ? ASK WHETHER ANY
POWDER RHEOSTAT YET MADE HAS EVER
FAILED TO " PACK " AFTER USE. " PACK-
ING " means the tendency to close together which is
an inherent trouble in all powder rheostats which
rely upon the application of pressure for the variation
of resistance. " PACKING " is a likely source of
great trouble in a powder rheostat. With a cheap
rheostat your dull emitter valves are always in
danger. You can get the valve to glow, BUT THIS
IN ITSELF IS NO TEST OF FINE CONTROL. ASK
HOW MANY TURNS the knob will make from the
point where the filament begins to glow until the posi-
tion of minimum resistance of the rheostat is reached.
Oftentimes, with a cheap rheostat, the whole range of
resistance variation is accomplished with HALF A
TURN OF THE KNOB. - This means that a shade
of a turn represents many ohms variation. A little
turn too much, and the result is a burnt -out valve.
Every time this sort of control is moved your ex-
pensive dull i'emitter'valve is in' danger. HOW
DIFFERENT IS LISSENSTAT CONTROL-every
part of a turn represents a tractional change of
resistance. Several turns are necessary to vary the
resistance over the whole of its range. Positive
variation throughout. If you buy dull emitter
valves, it is worth while using LISSENSTAT control.
AND LISSENTSTAT CONTROL A LONG TIME
HENCE_ WILL BE- THE SAME FINE, PERFECT
CONTROL IT EVER WAS. Why risk a substitute
when you can now get your choice of three types of
LISSENSTAT CONTROL I'

The latest type of Lissenstat Control-
The LISSENSTAT MINOR (prov.

This is intended to provide something of the
beautiful LISSENSTAT control at a popular price,
Infinitely. superior - to wire or powder rheostats.
Well made 4.throughout. . Indestructible. The
LISSENSTAT MINOR is the next best thing to

little device
LISSENSTAT control itself.-- It is a perfect

3/6
For efficiency, use a Lissenstat Minor for each valve.

The LISSENSTAT (Or'oV.

LISSENSTAT

There is a perfectly tree movement of the whole
resistor column,-;taee:varAstioni-of resistance beeausA,
cif the elastically'cleformable`spring discs whict form
part of Its unique construction-it is .aifildeal
control for' dull- enictrer vahres. All those ,who
desire exact control of critical electronic emission
should use the EISSENSTAT. It adds range to a.
receiver in a way you never thought filament control
could.fi prings detection to the no.4point.-'Use a
separate Ijsseuttat for each 11.F. and the
detector valve.. 7/6-

,

The Protection of the LISSENSTAT
UNIVERSAL-

1.15SE14STAS
UNIVERSAL

This is specially designed to -provide a safeguard
against burning out expensive dull emitter valveS.
A tniAimurn resistance can be left in circuit to
proteeCthe valve, and yet the resistance can be'
reduaed to zero when- fall:battery pres;ure to needed,' -
It gives all the beautiful LISSENSTAT control with
the additional protection named. Full resistance
is 5o ohms. Use one for each H.P. and

10/6Detector for efficiency
To those who make the mistake of thinking that
LISSENSTAT (prov. pat.) control is the sante thing
as ant ordinary rheostat-LET THEM TRY THE
DIFFERENCE. After you hare tried all the other
controls on your receiver in rain to bring in a distant
station you know is there just a tiny turn of the
LISSENSTAT knob will bring it inn clearly and
through a dead background of silence.

THE BEST PARTSinlimmumitamumulHflNinuluHulunBUILD-WITH.
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Post. Subscription rates: Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per annum, 8/S for six months. Sole agents fo South Africa: The Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents
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Maximum Transfer of Energy
with LISSENAGON COILS-
It is the function of your aerial to pick up energy-it in the function
of your indtictancc to build up the voltage which will operate the grid
of the first valve.
Do the coils you use make a maximum transfer of this energy or is
there any minute loss which weakens the strength of your detection ?
The magnetic linkage between LISSENAGON coils is such that a
transfer of energy will be affected even though the coils are compara-
tively a great distance apart. The farther apart coils can be kept the
sharper and more selective tuning becomes. IT IS PARTLY DUE TO
THE STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD BETWEEN LISSENAGON
COILS, and PARTLY DUE TO THE NEGLIGIBLE LOSSES IN THE
COILS THEMSELVES that LISSENGAON coils will oscillate easily
even though at a considerable distance apart, as there are practically no
damping losses to be, overcome, even on the extreme low wavelengths.

LISSENAGON TUNING CHART
Note the New Coils: 30, 40 & 60

TABLE 1.
Wavelength range when used as Primary Coils
with Standard P.M.G. Aerial and '001 mid.

condenser in parallel.

No. of Coil.

25
30
35

40
50

60
75

100
150
200
250
300 -

TABLE 2.
Wavelength range when used as Secondary

Coils with '001 mid. condenser in parallel.
Minimum Maximum Minimum

Wavelength. Wavelength. Wavelength.

185
235

285
360

480
500

600
820
965

1,885_
2,300
2.500

- 950
1,300
1,700
2,300
3,200 ..-
3,800
4.600

353- 100
440 130

530 160
675 200

850 250
295

360
500
700
925

1,100
1,400

Maximum
Wavelength.

325 '
425
' 490
635

800
900
Lioo
1,550
2,150
3,000
3,000
4,300

PRICE

4/19-
4/ CO

4/10
4/10

-

5/5/4
5/1

7/76/9

S/5
8/0

v.>

LISSENACON

COILS TUNE O
SHARPLY

AND d
STRONGLY V.,

BECAUSE i.54

THEY
TUNE be

WITHOUT
ENERGY

LOSS.

Regeneration is No Alternative to Radio Frequency Aniplification--
It is a mistake ,to assume that because aerial reaction is used
there is no need for rsnlio frequency amplification in the same
receiver. One stage of LISSEN REACTANCE (prov. pat.)
should be used in every receiVer. It makes reproduction
purer, brings in distant stations with far greater ease and
certainty, and makes a receiver far more sensitive.' LISSEN
REACTANCE makes rapid tuning possible and H F. amplifica-
tion exceedingly efficient and easy. It is simple to connect-
see blue print with each. It has a switch already mounted and
complete. _ No complications. ,

15o to 10,000 1 6metres 9/ 150 to boo metres 17/6 if. a

1. nrnninsit--isnmiw`

us

i=i

id

Radio Frequency Plus Regeneration-
That, is why LISSEN REGENERATIVE -REACTANCE

-(prov. pat.) has teen' so succes'sfully used in the reception of
American telephony. It replaces aerial ggaction and makes a

.receiver exceptionally sensitive It is 'NON -RADIATING,
replaces plug-in coils,'is lower in cost than a set of coils to cover
the same wide range-it is -easier to handle, one knob controls
tuning_ and reaction, Introduced into the anode circuit it
forms 'an unequalled first stage of radio frequency. Reception
is'often possible with both aerial and earth connections dispensed
with. Blue print with each shows the easy connection,.

' Unbroken regeneration possible over the-whole,rafigc, complete
' witlilififernMly, connected switch.' No 'soldering: LISSEN
ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE. 15o to E2/12/64,000 metres- .. ..: . : . ' .. .. '.. ..
Tune always with a vernier (preferably use the I.ISSEN
Vernier, specially designed Hr fine tuning in ILE

12/6
- circuits), price .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Sensitivity aided by the LISSEN ' VARIABLE GaID LEAK- IXThere -is' a unique resistant element used in the LISSEN '
Variable Grid Leak which cannot' be duplicated beeSuse i

,r
1,--t b-4

it is-toveredliy..'ilellnite patent claims. Valves vary ins
characteristics, and it is an. excellent thing to be able to a.
alter the leak value. With the LISSEN Variable Grid o
Leak the exact value of leak resistance can be selected to Ili

_situ=t every working phase of the valVe dud circeit, therebY ...
obtaining -correct-grid .potential . UNDER ALT, CONDITIONS. LISSEN ONE 110LE 2/6 4'FIXING, OF COURSE-POSITIVE STOPS BOTH WAYS .. .. .. .. .. .."' .. , .a
Build up Beautiful Tone Quality-rut the LISSEN Tr- TraW,7fOrtnertimm

fa.
ediatels tn

after the detector valve-a wonderful power 'amplifier- too-this ine6mparable Iranstorincr rain al- -5
be used throughout. IT HAS A COIL WHICH WOULD AMPLIFY BY ITsELF wiTliour
ANY IRON CORE' AT AEI:

30 ,_ us

us
soAudio Frequency in Reflex Circuits-It has been found that the LASSEN T2 r...

transformer is an ideal transformer in these circuits, where it yields very 'powerful ans. 9C/ "".;. .4 r vl -plification with great purity of tone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4. .. .0 .0
r . ,

.1:3

An Excellent Light Transformer-one ath, best light transformers 16/6 .4.-
made is the LISSEN T3 .. ., .. .. . , .. .. ,. ... , . , . .. .. , . .. o

,....

BUILD WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS-we guarantee, every LISSEN part to satisfy you .....,

perfectly-we EXPECT to hear from YOU r; you are not satisfied. 8
Text Book of LISSEN Parts post free 8d.-free if applied for on trade heading, -V,

LISSEN LIMITED,1
8-16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12:1
'Phone: 2339 Hammersmith. Telegrams; "Lissen!um, Shepherds, London." (Foreign) " Lissenium,

London."..
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